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Introduction 
 The evolutionary success of an organism is determined by its ability to produce fertile 

offspring. For a plant this means it has to build up the structures for the respective sexual or 

asexual reproduction strategy and to establish a sufficient energy and resource supply, but 

also to cope with environmental constrains, such as the light, water and nutrient regime, 

mutualistic interaction partners, competitors in form of other plants, as well as phytophagous 

and pathogenic organisms. The optimal physiological response to the various co-occurring 

environmental factors often differs or can even be contrary. For example a high stomata 

conductance allows a high gas exchange rate, which supports carbon fixation, but it also 

increases the water loss, which is unfavorable in situations with insufficient water availability. 

Phytohormones are often considered as key components for cross-linking the different input 

signals and to optimize the plant physiology under a given environment. Plant growth belongs 

to the most important processes for plant survival and fitness, and phytohormone like auxins, 

gibberellins (GAs) and cytokinins (CKs) are often considered as essential regulators that 

integrate its needs with other environmental responses. Phytohormones also regulate the plant 

defense, which prevents a plant from being consumed, for instance by phytophagous insects. 

Both processes are tightly linked. It was shown that the induction of plant defenses can reduce 

plant growth (Zavala et al., 2004a; Attaran et al., 2014) and that they compete for similar 

resources, such as nitrogen (Ullmann-Zeunert et al., 2013), but also that the growth status of a 

plant tissue can strongly affect defense responses (McKey, 1974; Ohnmeiss et al., 1997). 

Over time many theories about the growth-defense interaction appeared and supporting 

evidence for their connection was found (for example by McKey, 1974; Herms & Mattson, 

1992). However, the underlying mechanisms are still hardly understood. In my thesis I 

analyzed the plant growth associated CK pathway regarding its role after herbivore attack, 

especially focusing on its interaction with the jasmonic acid (JA) pathway, which is a key 

element of the plant defense against herbivores. 

 

The cytokinin pathway 
 CKs were discovered more than 50 years ago by Miller et al. (1955) and since that 

time they were intensively studied in regard to their metabolism, signaling and function, 

especially in plant growth and development (Werner & Schmülling, 2009). They play a role 
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in senescence inhibition (Richmond & Lang, 1957), in cell division (Miller et al., 1955), cell 

cycle control (Frank & Schmülling, 1999) and were found to regulate the meristem function 

(Kyozuka, 2007). Additionally, they are also involved in abiotic stress responses and the 

nutrient homeostasis (Roitsch & Ehness, 2000; Argueso et al., 2009).  

 Since the fifties, when kinetin was discovered as the first CK in autoclaved DNA from 

herring sperm (Miller et al., 1955), various types of CKs were found. CKs consist of an 

adenine moiety with a side chain bound at the N6 position. The side chain usually consists of 

an isoprene or aromatic moiety. Isoprenoid, as well as aromatic CKs occur in nature, but the 

former are found more frequently (Sakakibara, 2006). Figure 1 shows the chemical structure 

of common forms of CKs, such as isopentenyladenine (IP), trans-zeatin (tZ), cis-zeatin (cZ) 

and dihydrozeatin (DHZ), as well as their ribosides (tZR, cZR, IPR and DHZR respectively) 

and different kinds of glucosides (tZOG/tZROG/tZ7G/tZ9G, cZOG/cZROG/ cZ7G/cZ9G, -/-

/IP7G/IP9G and DHZOG/DHZROG/DHZ7G/DHZ9G for the O-glucoside/riboside O-

glucoside/N7-glucoside/N9-glucoside, respectively).  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Structure of selected isoprenoid cytokinins (CKs) and their conjugates.  

The eponymous R1 moieties are shown together with the name of the respective free CK base. The lower part 

shows possible conjugates of IP, tZ, cZ and DHZ-type CKs at position R2, R3 and R4. 

 

 The free bases (R2, R3= H; without R4) are the bioactive forms of CKs and CK 

ribosides (R3=ß-D-ribose) are also commonly reported to possess a high binding affinity to 

the CK receptors (Stolz et al., 2011; Lomin et al., 2012; Shi & Rashotte, 2012). CK 
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nucleotides (up to three times phosphorylated CK ribosides) are assumed as precursors 

(Kurakawa et al., 2007), O-glucosides (R2=ß-D-glucose) as reversible inactivation or storage 

products and N-glucosides (R3 or R4=ß-D-glucose) represent irreversible inactivation forms 

(Brzobohaty et al., 1993). CK receptor binding studies revealed that the CK receptors have 

different affinities to the various types of CKs. The preferences vary between the receptors 

within a plant and between the homologs in different plant species (Stolz et al., 2011; Lomin 

et al., 2012; Shi & Rashotte, 2012). In most studies tZ, IP and their ribosides show the highest 

receptor affinities and biological activity, while cZ-type CKs are often considered as weakly 

active or even inactive CKs. However, recent studies support a possible function of cZ in 

plant stress responses (Gajdošová et al., 2011; Grosskinsky et al., 2013).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2 Cytokinin (CK) metabolism and signaling.  

Isopentenyltransferases (IPTs) and cytokinin nucleoside 5’-monophosphate phosphoribohydrolases (LOGs) 

represent key enzymes in the formation of bioactive CKs out of adenine (di/tri)phosphate (ADP/ATP) or tRNA 

and the respective side chain. The bioactive CKs are perceived by the CHASE domain containing histidine 

kinases (CHKs), which leads to the transfer of a phosphoryl group from these receptors via the histidine-

containing phosphotransfer proteins (HPT) to the response regulators (RRs). Subsequently, the activated RRs 

execute the CK pathway output. The inactivation of CKs is mediated by various O- and N-glucosyltransferases 

(ZOG, UGT) and their degradation to adenine/adenosine (Ade/Ado) and the respective side chain is carried out 

by the cytokinin oxidases/dehydrogenases (CKXs). 
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Figure 2 gives a simplified overview of the CK pathway. A rate limiting step in the 

biosynthesis of isoprenoid CKs is the addition of the isoprene moiety, which is catalyzed by 

enzymes termed isopentenyltransferases (IPTs). IPTs can be located in plastids, mitochondria 

or the cytosol (Kasahara et al., 2004). Accordingly, the used isoprene moiety originates either 

from the methylerythritol phosphate (MEP) or the mevalonate (MVA) pathway. The isoprene 

moieties of tZ-, IP- and DHZ-type CKs are predominantly derived from the MEP pathway and 

for cZ-type CKs from the MVA pathway (Kasahara et al., 2004). Additionally, the IPTs 

responsible for cZ biosynthesis in plants use tRNA instead of ATP and ADP as isoprenoid 

acceptor (Miyawaki et al., 2006). The CK nucleoside di/triphosphates are converted to 

monophosphates by phosphatases and subsequently the active free bases can be formed in a 

single step by the cytokinin nucleoside 5’-monophosphate phosphoribohydrolases (LOGs) 

(Kurakawa et al., 2007). The conversion to CK glucosides is catalyzed by various 

glucosyltransferases (ZOGs and UGTs) and the CK degradation by cytokinin 

oxidases/dehydrogenases (CKXs) (Mok & Mok, 2001; Schmülling et al., 2003). 

CKs are not only structurally and biosynthetically diverse, but they also differ in their 

transport mechanisms within the plant (Kudo et al., 2010). IP-type CKs are transported 

systemically and in basipetal direction within the phloem, while tZR is translocated by the 

transpiration stream in acropetal direction within the xylem. It was proposed that transporters 

of the purine permease family are responsible for the transport of free-base CKs and the 

family of equilibrative nucleoside transporters (ENT) for the CK ribosides, but still the in 

planta verification is missing (Kudo et al., 2010). Recently, the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) 

transporter ABCG14 was shown in planta to facilitate the xylem loading, especially of tZR 

(Ko et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014). Thereby, it represents a key player in the root-to-shoot 

transport of CKs in Arabidopsis thaliana. These diverse mechanisms for CK biosynthesis, 

modification and translocation allow plants to establish specific CK levels in different plant 

tissues and developmental stages, as well as to adjust them in response to the current 

environmental condition. 

 The CK signaling is comprised of a His-to-Asp phosphorelay (Gruhn & Heyl, 2013), 

which is a version of the two-component system known form bacteria. Evolutionary studies 

indicate that the pathway was introduced into the plant genome by horizontal gene transfer 

during primary endosymbiosis, which would explain its lack in the animal lineage (Spíchal, 

2012). CHASE (cyclase/histidine kinase associated sensing extracellular) domain containing 

histidine kinases (CHKs) function as the receptors. They are located in the membrane of the 
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endoplasmatic reticulum and presumably also in the plasma membrane (Wulfetange et al., 

2011). Upon CKs bind to a CHK, auto-phosphorylation occurs on a conserved His residue of 

the receptor. Subsequently the phosphoryl group is transferred to another conserved Asp 

residue of the same receptor, gets transmitted to the histidine-containing phosphotransfer 

proteins (HPTs) and finally can activate type-B response regulators (RRs), which act as 

transcription factors (Hwang et al., 2012). After their activation, the type-B RRs induce the 

transcription of multiple CK-responsive genes, including the type-A RRs (Brenner et al., 

2012). Type-A RRs are lacking the DNA binding domain but still can mediate cellular 

responses and also act as negative feedback regulators of the pathway (Hwang et al., 2012). It 

is proposed that type-A RRs suppress the CK pathway by competing with the type-B RRs for 

phosphorylation (Dortay et al., 2006) and because of their higher dephosphorylation rate 

(Asakura et al., 2003), which could makes them function as phosphatases. 

 

Cytokinins and the plant response to herbivory  
 To adjust to the various environmental inputs and their own physiological needs, 

plants utilize sophisticated signaling machineries consisting of phytohormones, kinases and 

secondary messengers, like Ca2+ or H2O2. The underlying processes of plant growth 

regulation and plant defense have been a research for many years, but the interaction between 

both processes is still poorly understood. Phytohormones are potential candidates connecting 

both processes. Although phytohormones are frequently attributed to a specific function, most 

of them are involved in multiple processes. One example is jasmonic acid (JA), which is well-

known for its essential role in the plant defense against herbivorous insects (Wang & Wu, 

2013), but it also regulates senescence processes (Ueda & Kato, 1980) and plays a crucial role 

in flower development (Feys et al., 1994). Similarly, growth hormones like CKs can influence 

plant defenses (Smigocki et al., 1993; Choi et al., 2010; Dervinis et al., 2010; Großkinsky et 

al., 2011; Argueso et al., 2012), but many aspects of this function are still unknown.  

 In 1921, Haberlandt (1921) reported that wounded kohlrabi tubers and peperomia 

leaves produce substances that are able to elevate the cell division activity. Many years later, 

investigations showed that plants can induce CKs after wounding (Conrad & Kohn, 1975; 

Mitchell & van Staden, 1983; Crane & Ross, 1986). Since herbivore attack includes plant 

wounding, CK level changes might be a part of the respective plant response. It is also known 

that herbivore attack changes the source-sink status of leaves (Quilliam et al., 2006; Ferrieri et 

al., 2013; Machado et al., 2013), which is a process that is often associated with CKs (Roitsch 
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& Ehness, 2000). Wounding and herbivory can also induce the JA accumulation (Laudert & 

Weiler, 1998; Ziegler et al., 2001), which was show to suppress cell proliferation factors 

around wounding sites (Onkokesung et al., 2010). Additionally, it was reported that the JA 

methylester (MeJA) counteracts the CK (kinetin) mediated senescence inhibition (Ueda & 

Kato, 1980). These studies give evidence that the CK pathway responds to herbivore attack 

and indicate a potential crosstalk between the CK- and JA-pathway under these conditions. 

However, only few investigations were done to verify this until now. Interestingly, recent 

microarray analyses in Nicotiana attenuata showed that the transcript levels of CK-related 

genes change in response to attack by the specialist herbivore Manduca sexta (Hui et al., 

2003) and after perception of fatty-acid amino-acid conjugates (FACs), which are elicitors 

present in M. sexta oral secretions (OS) (Gilardoni et al., 2010). These reports support a 

potential responsiveness of the CK pathway to herbivore attack. Yet, both studies only report 

transcript level changes of in total two CK-responsive genes; CYTOKININ-INDUCED 

GENE 2 (CIG2) (Hui et al., 2003) and CYTOKININ-REGULATED KINASE 1 (CRK1) 

(Gilardoni et al., 2010). CIG2 showed no response to other tested phytohormones in previous 

investigations (Kimura et al., 2001), while CRK1 is also responding to auxin and abscisic acid 

although with lower sensitivity (Schäfer & Schmülling, 2002). The CK sensitivity of these 

genes was only reported from external CK applications to cell cultures, raising the question of 

whether they also respond to endogenous CK level changes in vivo. Additionally, it is 

puzzling why both genes were induced by a herbivore stimulus (Hui et al., 2003; Gilardoni et 

al., 2010) although they are oppositely regulated by CKs (Kimura et al., 2001; Schäfer & 

Schmülling, 2002). Since both genes lack a thorough functional characterization, also the 

functional implications of these changes are unclear. Therefore, more comprehensive analyses 

of the CK pathway after herbivore attack are necessary. ( Chapter 5) 

 CKs are long known to be involved in plant interactions with insects. The most 

obvious and best studied examples are specific leaf deformations, the so called ‘leaf galls’ 

(Elzen, 1983), and leaf spots with delayed senescence, termed ‘green islands’ (Engelbrecht, 

1968), whose formation can be triggered, by sawflies and leaf miners, respectively (for an 

example see Figure 3). In these examples CKs are produced by the insect attackers and their 

accompanied microbes to structurally and metabolically manipulate the plant tissue according 

to the insects needs (Giron et al., 2013).  
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Figure 3 Insects can change the plant morphology. 

(A) Leaf galls of Japanagromyza inferna in Centrosema virginianum. (B) Green island formation by the leaf-

miner Phyllonorycter blancardella in the leaves of an apple tree. The pictures originate (A) from de Sousa and 

Couri (2014) and (B) from Kaiser et al. (2010). 

 

 Apart from their abuse by insects and microorganisms, CKs can also elevate plant 

defense. Recent plant-pathogen interaction studies showed important defense promoting 

effects of CKs (Choi et al., 2010; Großkinsky et al., 2011; Argueso et al., 2012). 

Additionally, they were shown to increase the herbivore resistance of poplar and tobacco 

(Smigocki et al., 1993; Smigocki et al., 2000; Dervinis et al., 2010), which is probably 

mediated by elevating the levels of the defense hormone JA (Sano et al., 1996; Dervinis et al., 

2010). CKs are also able to regulate secondary metabolites (Hino et al., 1982; Ozeki & 

Komamine, 1986; Großkinsky et al., 2011), which might also contribute to these effects. Still, 

much information about the link between CKs and the plant defense against herbivores are 

elusive; especially details about the interaction with the JA signaling and the effects on 

compounds with known defensive properties. Additionally, it remains unknown from 

previous investigations if a functional CK pathway is also necessary for the regular induction 

of herbivory-induced plant defenses. ( Chapter 6) 

 

Herbivory 

 First evidence of terrestrial arthropod herbivory dates back around 400 million years, 

when the first sporangia and stems from early land plants occurred (Labandeira, 2007). 

Therefore, virtually from their emergence land plants had to cope with herbivore attackers and 

A B 
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their interaction for hundreds of millions of years lead to the evolution and optimization of 

various attack and defense strategies. The plant defense mechanisms can range from physical 

barriers, like spikes and thorns, to a multitude of chemical compounds with direct toxic, anti-

digestive or repellent properties, and also include indirect defenses, such as volatile attractants 

for parasitoids or predators (Mithöfer & Boland, 2012). But these defenses are also known to 

be costly and can reduce the plant fitness if overrepresented or present in the absence of 

herbivore attack (Zavala et al., 2004a). In addition to constitutive defenses, plants also exhibit 

defense mechanisms that are inducible, specifically responding to stimuli like wounding or 

insect secretions, e.g., by the perception of the so called herbivore-associated molecular 

patterns (HAMPs) (Erb et al., 2012; Mithöfer & Boland, 2012). Well known HAMPs are 

FACs (Alborn et al., 1997), peptides derived from the chloroplast ATPase γ-subunit (Schmelz 

et al., 2006), disulfooxy fatty acids (caeliferins) (Alborn et al., 2007) but also enzymes like 

the β-glucosidase (Mattiacci et al., 1995) or lipases (Schäfer et al., 2011). The perception of 

these elicitors leads to complex changes in the signaling machinery of the plant, like 

variations in the localization and the abundance of small signaling molecules, such as Ca2+ 

and reactive oxygen species (Orozco-Cardenas & Ryan, 1999; Maffei et al., 2004) but also in 

the activity of mitogen-activated protein kinases (Kandoth et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2007), as 

well as in the levels of phytohormones, like JA, ethylene and salicylic acid (SA) (Schmelz et 

al., 2009). JA is well established as one of the key players in plant defense responses, 

especially against chewing insect herbivores. This oxylipin is synthesized from membrane-

derived fatty acids by their conversion to oxophytodienoic acid within the chloroplast and 

three subsequent cycles of ß-oxidation within the peroxisome (Schaller & Stintzi, 2009). 

JASMONATE-RESISTENT (JAR) enzymes catalyze the formation of the bioactive 

jasmonyl-isoleucine conjugate (JA-Ile) (Wang et al., 2007; Suza & Staswick, 2008), which 

can bind to CORONATIN INSENSITIVE 1 (COI1), leading to Skp/Cullin/F-box complex 

(SCFCOI1)-mediated ubiquitination of the JAZMONATE ZIM-DOMAIN (JAZ) proteins and 

their subsequent degradation by the 26S proteasome (Chini et al., 2007; Thines et al., 2007; 

Yan et al., 2007; Oh et al., 2012). Since JAZ proteins are suppressors of transcription 

activators, such as MYC2, their degradation triggers the expression of JA responsive genes 

(Kazan & Manners, 2008). 
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Nicotiana attenuata – a model organism for plant-insect interactions 
 For my experiments I mainly used the wild tobacco (N. attenuata, Figure 4A); a 

solanaceous plant native to the west of North America. It is found for instance in the Great 

Basin Desert in Utah as “fire chaser”, germinating in response to smoke cues found after bush 

fires (Baldwin & Morse, 1994). The plant is well investigated for its interaction with natural 

herbivores, like the tobacco hornworm (M. sexta) or the mirid bug Tupiocoris notatus (Figure 

3B and 3C; Halitschke et al., 2001; Kessler & Baldwin, 2004).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4 N. attenuata and selected natural herbivores  

(A) The wild tobacco N. attenuata in its natural habitat the Great Basin Desert, UT, USA. Specialist herbivores 

of N. attenuata are (B) the tobacco hornworm (M. sexta) and (C) the mirid bug T. notatus.  

 

 N. attenuata specifically detects FACs present in the OS of M. sexta, leading to a 

pronounced induction of the JA pathway and subsequent defense responses (Halitschke et al., 

© D. Kessler 

© C. Brütting © C. Diezel 

A 

C 
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2001; Gilardoni et al., 2010; Kaur et al., 2010). The phenolamide caffeoylputrescine (CP) is 

one of the best investigated herbivory-inducible defense compound of N. attenuata. It consists 

of the polyamine putrescine and a phenolic caffeoyl moity, and was shown for its defensive 

function against the specialist herbivore M. sexta and the generalist Spodoptera littoralis 

(Kaur et al., 2010). Other phenolamides that are found in N. attenuata contain a feruoyl or 

coumaryl moity as phenolic group. Additionally, N. attenuata possesses spermidine based 

phenolamides, which are present in a mono- or diacylated form (Onkokesung et al., 2012). 

The JA- and herbivory-inducible transcription factor NaMYB8 regulates the three 

acyltransferases NaAT1, NaDH29 and NaCV86, which are responsible for the biosynthesis of 

monoacylated putrescines, monoacylated spermidines and diacylated spermidines, 

respectively (Kaur et al., 2010; Onkokesung et al., 2012). Interestingly, increased 

phenolamide levels accumulate in herbivory-treated leaves but also systemically in the 

adjacent, untreated leaves. This response strongly depends on the developmental stage of the 

respective leaf and the plant itself (Kaur et al., 2010; Onkokesung et al., 2012). Trypsin 

proteinase inhibitors (TPI) are another inducible defense of N. attenuata and interfere with the 

protein digestion of the herbivores (Van Dam et al., 2001). Also this mechanism was verified 

to have defensive properties against herbivores (Zavala et al., 2004b). 

 In addition to these direct defenses, also indirect defenses are triggered after herbivore 

attack in N. attenuata, such as the release of volatile organic compounds (VOCs; Kessler & 

Baldwin, 2001). One of the best investigated classes of VOCs are the green leaf volatiles 

(GLVs). This group of fatty acid-derived C6 aldehydes, alcohols and esters is released in 

most, if not all, plant species after wounding (Hatanaka et al., 1978; Matsui, 2006). 

Importantly, GLVs could be shown to increase the fitness of N. attenuata by attracting 

predatory insects (e.g., Geocoris spp.) and decreasing oviposition rates of the herbivore M. 

sexta (Kessler & Baldwin, 2001; Allmann & Baldwin, 2010; Schuman et al., 2012).   

 The combination of detailed information on plant-defense-signaling, the availability of 

a multitude of molecular and analytical tools, as well as the mentioned indications for 

herbivory-induced CK responses by Hui et al. (2003) and Gilardoni et al. (2010) make N. 

attenuata an optimal choice to study the role of CKs in plant-herbivore interactions.    
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Manipulation and analysis of cytokinin levels 

 One reason for the lack of in-depth information on the role of CKs in herbivory-

induced responses are the problems associated with their manipulation. CKs have a strong 

influence on the plant development, but the plant development itself also influences the 

defense responses (McKey, 1974; Diezel et al., 2011). To study direct effects of CKs on plant 

responses to herbivory it is therefore necessary to manipulate the endogenous CK levels 

without disturbing the plant development. Frequently, CK levels are manipulated by external 

application experiments, but these can cause side effects, for example, by mislocalization of 

the respective substance (symplastic vs. apoplastic) or by responding to the application 

procedure itself (e.g., spraying may affect gas exchange). It is also unclear how much the 

external applications alter the internal CK pools. One of the most common ways to 

manipulate endogenous CK levels is the use of transgenic plants expressing IPTs, like 

TUMOR MORPHOLOGY ROOT (Tmr) from Agrobacterium tumefaciens, which is known to 

increase the levels of tZ and its metabolites (Heidekamp et al., 1983; Ueda et al., 2012). Since 

strong and constitutive IPT expression lead to impaired plant development (Figure 5; Klee et 

al., 1987), many investigations rely on transgenic plants with IPT under the control of stress 

or development-specific promoters (Smigocki et al., 1993; Jordi et al., 2000; Qin et al., 2011).  
 
       Figure 5 Cytokinin (CK) pathway  manipulations 

       can impair the plant development.  

       Transgenic N. attenuata plants, harboring the

       pOp6/LhGR construct for chemically-inducible 

       isopentenyltransferase expression (i-ovipt), were 

       used for dexamethasone (DEX)-dependent CK 

       level elevation. CK levels were manipulated (A) 

       in the seedling-stage by germinating them on 20 

       µM DEX-containing growth media and (B)  

       during the later development, by treating rosette 

       stage plants for 12 d with 100 µM DEX- 

       containing lanolin paste. The mock treated control 

       plants are indicated. Treatments were done as 

       described in manuscript I.  

 

But even from these systems unspecific expression patterns were reported (Medford et al., 

1989; Smigocki, 1995) and the expression profiles do not allow for flexible adjustment to 

A B  DEX 

DEX 

 Control 

Control 
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different experimental conditions. Therefore, chemically-inducible expression systems should 

be favored since they are only active in the presence of specific compounds, whose abundance 

and distribution can be controlled in a spatial, temporal and quantitative manner. Additionally, 

the setup can easily be adjusted to new experimental conditions, which especially could 

advance field experiments that often suffer from unpredictable environmental conditions. One 

of the most sensitive systems is the dexamethasone (DEX)-inducible pOp6/LhGR expression 

system described by Craft et al. (2005) and Samalova et al. (2005). The pOp6/LhGR system 

has the advantage that it allows high inducibility, but in contrast to many other systems no 

conditional basal expression (Salter et al., 1998; Roslan et al., 2001), chimeric expression 

patterns (Guo et al., 2003) and negative side-effects of the used chemical elicitor to the plant 

(Camargo et al., 2007) were reported. It comprises of the constitutive expressed chimeric 

transcription factor LhGR, which contains the DNA binding domain of the lac-repressor, the 

transcription activator region of Gal4 and the ligand-binding domain of a glucocorticoid 

receptor. Additionally, the plants have to be transformed with the target construct under the 

control of the pOp6 promoter, which comprises of a minimal CaMV promoter and an array of 

lac-operator repeats. In the absence of DEX the pOp6 promoter remains inactive, but after 

DEX addition the activated LhGR can bind to the lac-operator array and induces the 

transcription of the target construct. Unfortunately, the system is only available for A. 

thaliana and N. tabacum (Craft et al., 2005; Samalova et al., 2005) and its use is restricted to 

controlled laboratory conditions (Moore et al., 2006; Corrado & Karali, 2009). However, 

under laboratory conditions plants have to cope with only a subset of environmental factors 

they would face in nature. Therefore, field experiments can show plant properties that cannot 

be discovered under standard laboratory conditions (Izawa et al., 2011; Kaur et al., 2012; 

Dinh et al., 2013). An adjusted method for field application could allow testing the role of 

CKs in the plant interaction with its natural herbivore community. ( Chapter 3) 

 The other technical challenge in CK research is the measurement of this group of low 

abundant compounds, which often occur in traces of a few fmol – pmol per g leaf tissue. 

Within the extraction procedure the conversion of the different groups of CKs has to be 

prevented and because of the variety of isomers and structural similar compounds an elaborate 

chromatographic separation is necessary. Because of these factors, CK analysis has high 

demands on the equipment and some years ago it was still very tissue and time consuming. 

Therefore, many investigations were only based on bioassays or skipped the analysis of the 

CK levels. However, nowadays tools allow for high throughput analysis of CKs from small 
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amounts of samples, such as the CK analysis method reported by Dobrev and Kamı́nek (2002) 

with the modifications from Kojima et al. (2009) (for overview see Figure 6). In this method 

CKs are separated and purified by solid phase extraction (SPE) on a mixed reversed-phase 

and cation-exchange column. Combined with a previous cleanup of lipids and plant pigments 

on a reversed-phase column and the use of extreme pH conditions, which prevent enzyme 

activity, this method combines a high purity with a high recovery rate (Dobrev & Kamı́nek, 

2002). Because of the adaptation to the 96-well format and measurement by UHPLC-ESI-

MS/MS (Kojima et al., 2009), it also allows for high throughput extraction and analysis from 

small amounts of plant tissue. ( Chapter 4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 6 Cytokinin (CK) extraction and purification by mixed-mode solid phase extraction (SPE). 

After extraction of approximately 100 mg plant tissue in an acidified methanol-water solution, the extracts are 

poured through a reversed-phase SPE column (e.g., Oasis HLB) and the flow through is collected. Next the 

evaporated and in 1M HCOOH reconstituted samples are loaded on a mixed reversed-phase cation-exchange 

SPE column (e.g., Oasis MCX) and the phytohormones are subsequently eluted with MeOH, 0.35 M NH4OH 

and 0.35 M NH4OH in 60% MeOH. The eluates can be analyzed by UHPLC-ESI-MS/MS.  

ABA, abscisic acid; IAA, indole-3-acetic acid (auxin); GAs, gibberellins.  
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Objectives of the thesis 

 This thesis has the objective to shed light on the role of CKs in plant-herbivore 

interactions, specifically the CK pathway response to herbivory, as well as the effects of CKs 

on the plant defense signaling and on the interaction with naturally occurring herbivores. For 

this reason I combined established procedures to monitor the plant defense responses, 

observations under natural conditions and state-of-the-art molecular and analytical methods, 

with the knowledge collected by the many pioneers in CK, JA and plant-herbivore interaction 

research. 

 In manuscript I, I established and characterized the chemical-inducible pOp6/LhGR 

expression system in N. attenuata and adjust it for application in plant-insect interaction 

studies under field and glasshouse conditions. The newly established setup was used to 

analyze the effect of manipulated CK levels on N. attenuata’s interaction with the highly 

abundant natural herbivore, T. notatus. 

 Manuscript II represents a detailed protocol for the CK purification by mixed-mode 

solid-phase extraction and analysis by UHPLC-MS/MS. The method was used for CK 

analysis in manuscript I, III and IV. 

 In manuscript III, I analyzed the CK pathway on a transcriptional and metabolic level 

after simulated herbivore attack, as well as its interaction with the JA pathway under these 

conditions. In addition to the observations in N. attenuata, I included data on the respective 

CK responses of A. thaliana. 

 In manuscript IV, I investigated the effect of CKs on herbivore defense responses. I 

used chemically-inducible IPT expression for fine-tuned CK level manipulations that 

disentangle the defense- and the development-related functions of CKs. Additionally, I used 

plants impaired in CK perception to analyze if a functional CK pathway is essential for the 

induction of local and systemic defense responses. 
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Manuscript overview 
Manuscript I 

 

‘Real time’ genetic manipulation: a new tool for ecological field studies 
 

Martin Schäfer, Christoph Brütting, Klaus Gase, Michael Reichelt, Ian T. Baldwin and Stefan 

Meldau 

Published in The Plant Journal 2013, 76(3): 506-18 

 

In manuscript I, we established a method for chemically-inducible gene expression and gene 

silencing in N. attenuata that is also applicable under field conditions. The method was 

evaluated by spatial, temporal and quantitative controlled expression, among others of an 

isopentenyltransferase, thereby also providing the tool for fine-tuned manipulation of 

endogenous CK levels used in manuscript IV. The analysis of CK-mediated effects on the 

natural herbivore community revealed a positive correlation between the CK level and the 

damage inflicted by the specialist herbivore T. notatus.  

 

MS designed and performed experiments, established the method for CK measurements, 

analyzed data and wrote the manuscript. CB designed and performed the mirid experiments, 

analyzed data and wrote the manuscript. KG coordinated the transformation and screening of 

the plants and corrected the manuscript. MR established the method for CK measurements 

(mass spectrometry) and corrected the manuscript. ITB conceived and coordinated the study 

and wrote the manuscript. SM conceived and coordinated the study, performed experiments, 

established the method for CK measurements and wrote the manuscript. 
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Manuscript II 

 

Cytokinin analysis: sample preparation and quantification 
 

Martin Schäfer, Michael Reichelt, Ian Baldwin and Stefan Meldau 

Published in Bio-protocol 2014, 4(13): e1167 (peer-reviewed online protocol)  

 

 

 

In manuscript II, we give a detailed description of the extraction, purification and 

measurement of CKs. The protocol is optimized for the 96-well plate format, uses mixed-

mode solid phase extraction for separation and the measurement is performed on an ultra-

performance LC coupled MS/MS for fast and highly sensitive CK determination. This 

protocol was used for manuscript I. For manuscript III and IV an extended version, including 

the analysis of additional CKs, was used. 

 

 

 

 

MS established and tested the method and wrote the protocol. MR established and tested the 

method (mass spectrometry) and corrected the protocol. ITB corrected the protocol. SM 

established and tested the method and wrote the protocol. 
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Manuscript III 

 

Cytokinin levels and signaling respond to wounding and the perception of 

herbivore elicitors in Nicotiana attenuata 
 

Martin Schäfer, Ivan D. Meza-Canales, Aura Navarro-Quezada, Christoph Brütting, 

Radomira Vanková, Ian T. Baldwin and Stefan Meldau  

Published in Journal of Integrative Plant Biology 2014, DOI: 10.1111/jipb.12227 

 

 

In manuscript III, we describe the CK pathway of N. attenuata and its response to wounding 

and herbivore perception. We found complex changes throughout the CK pathway after 

wounding and herbivore perception in treated local leaves, as well as in the adjacent, 

untreated leaves and the roots. JA pathway manipulations revealed that this key regulator of 

herbivory-induced responses was not necessary for herbivory-induced CK pathway changes 

but even suppressed the CK-signaling response. Interestingly, CK pathway responses to 

herbivory were also found in A. thaliana.  

 

MS designed and performed experiments, analyzed data and wrote the manuscript. IDMC 

designed and performed experiments for systemic CK pathway changes, analyzed data and 

corrected the manuscript. ANQ designed and performed the phylogenetic experiments and 

wrote the manuscript. CB gave input to the experimental design, analyzed data and corrected 

the manuscript. RV contributed analytical tools for the CK measurement and corrected the 

manuscript. ITB coordinated the study and wrote the manuscript. SM conceived and 

coordinated the study, performed experiments, analyzed data and wrote the manuscript. 
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Manuscript IV 

 

Cytokinin levels and perception through NaCHK2 and NaCHK3 mediate 

herbivory-induced defense signaling in Nicotiana attenuata 
 

Martin Schäfer, Ivan D. Meza-Canales, Christoph Brütting, Ian T. Baldwin and Stefan 

Meldau 

This manuscript has been submitted to New Phytologist (19.08.2014) 

 

 

In manuscript IV, we analyzed the influence of the CK pathway on the herbivory-induced 

defense signaling of N. attenuata. Increased CK levels promoted the herbivory-induced 

accumulation of phenolamides, such as CP and partially also the induced TPI activity. The 

analysis of transgenic plants silenced in two of the three histidin kinases that are involved in 

CK perception (NaCHK2 and NaCHK3) revealed that a functional CK pathway is 

indispensable for the regular induction of these defense responses. Interestingly, impaired CK 

signaling also attenuates the systemic accumulation of CP in response to simulated herbivory. 

 

 

MS designed and performed experiments, analyzed data and wrote the manuscript. IDMC 

designed and performed experiments with the stable CK receptor silenced plants, analyzed 

data and corrected the manuscript. CB gave input to the experimental design, performed 

external CK application experiments, analyzed data and corrected the manuscript. ITB 

coordinated the study, designed experiments and wrote the manuscript. SM conceived and 

coordinated the study, performed experiments, analyzed data and wrote the manuscript. 
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Table S1. Temperature conditions at the Utah field site at one day within the field season (4pm, 02.06.2012). 

    Air1          Soil2     Petiole3 

min. Temp [°C]     39             61        36 

max. Temp [°C]   40       66         43 

1Air temperature measured in the shade; 2Soil temperature direct next to the test plants; 3Surface temperature of the lower side 

of the petiole. Soil and petiole temperature was measured with the MiniTemp MT from Raytek.    
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Table S2. Sequences of primers used for qPCR. 

Gene/construct   Forward primer    Reverse primer 

NaActin   5‘ggtcgtaccaccggtattgtg3’  5‘gtcaagacggagaatggcatg3’ 

NaPDS   5‘gcattgattatccaagaccagagc3’  5‘cagacctgcaccagcaataaca3’ 

pOp6 driven construct1 5‘ccgcaaaaatcaccagtctctc3’  5‘catgagcgaaaccctataagaacc3’ 

1irpds/ipt by detection of the corresponding terminator region 
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Table S3. Sequences of primers used for PCR. 

Target cassette         Forward primer      Reverse prime 

LhGR        5‘atctccactgacgtaagggatgacgc 3’     5‘gcggcggtcgaccagcttctgaataagccctcg3’ 

pOp6-ipt         5‘cgccagggttttcccagtcacgac3’      5‘cactgatagtttaaaccgaaggcggg3’ 
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Table S4. Multi-reaction-monitoring settings for DEX quantification in negative ionization mode. 

Analyte   Q1 [m/z]     → Q3 [m/z]  Capillary CID [V]  Collision energy [V]  

DEX    437  361  -35   14 

[9,10-2H]dihydro-JA   213  59  -35   12 
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Table S5. Multi-reaction-monitoring settings for cytokinin quantification in positive ionization mode. 

Analyte   Q1 [m/z]     → Q3 [m/z]  DP   CE   CXP  

tZ    220.200  136.300  26  25  16 

tZR    352.200  220.300  76  25  30 

tZROG    514.100  382.100  96  25  16 

tZ7G   382.100  220.000  71  31  16 

D5-tZ   225.200  136.300  26  25  16 

D5-tZR   357.200  225.300  76  25  30 

D5-tZROG  519.100  387.100  96  25  16 

D5-tZ7G    387.100  225.000  71  31  16 
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Manuscript IV 
Cytokinin levels and NaCHK2- and NaCHK3-mediated perception modulate herbivory-

induced defense-signaling and defenses in Nicotiana attenuata 

Martin Schäfer¥, Ivan D. Meza-Canales¥, Christoph Brütting¥, Ian T. Baldwin¥, Stefan 

Meldau1¥ǂ  
 

1 corresponding author 
¥ Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology, Department of Molecular Ecology, Hans Knöll 

Str. 8, Jena 07745, Germany 
ǂGerman Centre for integrative Biodiversity Research (iDiv), Deutscher Platz 5, Leipzig 

04107, Germany 

 

This manuscript has been submitted to New Phytologist (19.08.2014) 

 

Summary 

• Herbivore attack elicits changes in cytokinins (CK) but how these changes influence 

defense signaling remains poorly described. We analyzed the influence of the CK 

pathway on the well-described inducible defense pathways of Nicotiana attenuata in 

response to wounding with and without elicitors from the specialist herbivore 

Manduca sexta. 

• CK pathway manipulation often suffers from substantial side effects on plant growth 

and development. We therefore used multiple manipulation tools including spray 

application of CKs, chemically-inducible expression of the CK biosynthesis enzyme, 

isopentenyltransferase, and transient and constitutive RNAi-mediated gene silencing 

of CK receptors to resolve the function of CKs in plant defense and development. 

• The results demonstrate that CK levels in leaves and perception through NaCHK2 and 

NaCHK3 are important for the herbivory-induced accumulations of jasmonic acid 

(JA), but not the active JA-isoleucine conjugate, of phenolamides and proteinase 

inhibitor activity, but suppress the release of specific green leaf volatile-esters. 

Interestingly the systemic induction of phenolamides was also attenuated in CK 

receptor-silenced plants. 
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• We conclude that the CK pathway is an important regulator of herbivory-induced 

defense signaling and chemistry, which expands its reported participation in adjusting 

a plant’s physiology to both abiotic and biotic stress responses. 
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Introduction 

 In nature plants must cope with a plethora of environmental factors, including abiotic 

conditions, but also biotic attackers, such as phytophagous insects. The research of the last 

decades revealed a steady increase in the number of small molecules, including various 

classes of phytohormones that are involved in plant-herbivore interactions (Erb et al., 2012). 

Classical plant-growth regulators such as cytokinins (CKs) were reported to participate in 

plant-insect interactions. The most prominent examples are leaf mining insects and sawflies. 

The former have been shown to use CKs to modify the tissue surrounding their mines, 

resulting in the well-described phenomena of “green islands” (Engelbrecht et al., 1969) and 

the latter were shown to induce abnormal growth leading to the formation of so called “leaf 

galls” (Elzen, 1983). However, in-depth investigations of the roles played by CKs in plant-

herbivore signaling and the defenses they mediate are rare and our understanding is at best 

fragmentary. This data deficit is likely related to the strong influence that CKs have on growth 

processes, which makes it challenging to manipulate the CK pathway without causing 

significant disturbances to plant development. Plant development itself is known to affect 

many processes involved in plant-herbivore interactions, including the induction of defense-

signaling (Diezel et al., 2011), the distribution of defense chemicals (McKey, 1974) and 

nutritional value (Karley et al., 2002). This makes it difficult to interpret the results from 

studies of CK’s influence on plant defenses that are based on plants with altered patterns of 

development. Here we use four different CK pathway manipulation techniques to circumvent 

these problems and rigorously address the question of how CKs interact with the herbivory-

induced defense signaling and their associated metabolic changes (Fig. 1).  

   It was proposed that insects like leaf miners and sawflies and their associated 

microorganisms hijack the CK pathway to gain control of CK regulated processes, such as 

senescence inhibition, nutrient regulation and plant growth to optimize the plant tissue 

according to the needs of the insects (reviewed in Giron et al., 2013). It was also shown that 

elevated CK levels in Nicotiana attenuata leaves increase the damage inflicted by the mirid 

bug, Tupiocoris notatus (Schäfer et al., 2013). In contrast to the studies that suggest that CKs 

are manipulated presumably for the herbivore’s fitness benefit, an increasing number of 

studies also propose an active, plant-controlled role for CKs in their defense responses against 

herbivores (Giron et al., 2013). Transcriptional studies in N. attenuata identified changes in 

the CK-related genes CYTOKININ-INDUCED GENE 2 (CIG2) and CYTOKININ-

REGULATED KINASE 1 (CRK1) in response to Manduca sexta feeding and perception of 
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specific herbivore-associated molecular patterns (HAMPs) from M. sexta oral secretions 

(OS), respectively (Hui et al., 2003; Gilardoni et al., 2010), indicating that the CK pathway 

might actively respond to herbivory. Recently, these inferences were verified in the same 

model system with the demonstration of HAMP-specific transcript level changes of multiple 

genes involved in CK biosynthesis, degradation and signaling, as well as in the levels of CK 

metabolites themselves (Schäfer et al., 2014).   

 CKs were shown to be positive regulators of plant defense against pathogens (Choi et 

al., 2010; Großkinsky et al., 2011; Argueso et al., 2012). Similarly, increased CK levels in a 

plant can also negatively affect herbivore performance (Smigocki et al., 1993; Smigocki et 

al., 2000; Dervinis et al., 2010). Since CKs were shown to amplify the accumulation of 

secondary metabolites in tobacco leaves (Hino et al., 1982; Großkinsky et al., 2011) and 

carrot suspension cultures (Ozeki & Komamine, 1986) and to elevate the levels of 

cytochrome P450 enzymes in N. plumbaginifolia (Mujer & Smigocki, 2001), an effect of CKs 

in mediating the changes in the anti-herbivore chemistry of a plant seems likely. Indeed 

Smigocki et al. (2000) discovered CK-dependent insecticidal activity in surface extracts of N. 

tabacum and N. plumbaginifolia leaves. The activity was proposed to be associated with 

oxygen-containing aliphatic compounds, presumably diterpenes. Dervinis et al. (2010) also 

investigated the influence of CKs on plant defense signaling, showing in accordance with 

Sano et al. (1996) that CKs are positive regulators of the wound-induced jasmonic acid (JA) 

levels and additionally that CKs increased the trypsin proteinase inhibitor (TPI) transcripts 

after induction. These studies provide a compelling case for CKs playing an active role in the 

elicitation of plant defense responses, but there are several limitations of the previous work 

that should be discussed.  

 One limitation of the previous work is that many results are only derived from 

experiments using external supplementation of high amounts of CKs for the manipulation 

(e.g. Dervinis et al., 2010). Other studies increased endogenous CK levels by the heterologous 

expression of the CK biosynthesis enzyme isopentenyltransferase (IPT) driven by a wound 

inducible promoter from a potato proteinase inhibitor (Smigocki et al., 1993; Smigocki et al., 

2000; Mujer & Smigocki, 2001), but these suffered from unspecific promoter activity in the 

absence of herbivore attack resulting in visually apparent changes in growth and development 

(Smigocki, 1995). To better understand the natural role CKs play in the plant-herbivore 

interaction more refined manipulative techniques are needed.  
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 An additional limitation to the existing evidence is that no investigations have verified 

the results by a down-regulation of the CK pathway and as a consequence, the involvement of 

the classical CK signaling pathway remains an open question. A potential target for CK 

signaling manipulation could be the CHASE (cyclases/histidine kinases associated sensing 

extracellular) domain containing histidine kinases (CHKs) that are responsible for CK 

perception and represent the primary elements of the pathway (Stolz et al., 2011; Gruhn & 

Heyl, 2013). Many higher plants possess only a small set of CK receptors (N. attenuata, 3; 

Arabidopsis thaliana, 3; Oriza sativa, 4; Pils & Heyl, 2009; Schäfer et al., 2014); still the 

signal specificity is retained, likely by variations in ligand affinities and different expression 

profiles (Stolz et al., 2011). AHK2 and AHK3, for example, were reported as predominant 

CK receptors in the leaf lamina of A. thaliana, (Stolz et al., 2011), which is concordant with 

their functions in chlorophyll retention (AHK3) and leaf cell formation (AHK2 and AHK3) 

(Riefler et al., 2006). The CK-mediated regulation of plant defenses might therefore be 

mediated by a single CHK or a specific CHK-combination. In this investigation, we tested the 

role of the three CK receptors that were identified in N. attenuata (Schäfer et al., 2014). 

 Another limitation is the lack of mechanistic details about the interaction between CKs 

and the plant defense responses against herbivores. Smigocki et al. (2000), for example, could 

not identify the specific compound(s) responsible for CK-mediated herbivore resistance, nor 

reported any signaling events involved. Similarly, Dervinis et al. (2010) neither reports CK-

mediated effects on active signaling compounds of the plant defense, such as the JA-

isoleucine conjugate (JA-Ile) nor activity measurements for the defense compounds TPI. 

Additionally the interaction between CKs and HAMP-induced responses was not further 

characterized. To better understand the role of CKs in plant-herbivore interactions, we 

thoroughly analyzed their effects on the essential elements of the anti-herbivory defense 

pathway, such as the JA-cascade, its downstream events (De Geyter et al., 2012) and 

considered possible interactions with HAMP-triggered responses.  

 In N. attenuata, wounding and perception of fatty acid-amino acid conjugates, which 

are specific HAMPs derived from M. sexta OS, rapidly induces the accumulation of JA and 

JA-Ile (Kallenbach et al., 2010). Subsequently, the binding of JA-Ile to the ubiquitin-E3 

ligase complex protein CORONATINE INSENSITIVE1 (COI1) leads to the degradation of 

the negative regulators JASMONATE ZIM-DOMAIN (JAZ) (Chini et al., 2007; Thines et al., 

2007; Yan et al., 2007; Oh et al., 2012), therefore allowing the induction of specific defense 

responses, such as TPIs (Van Dam et al., 2001) and phenolamides, including 
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caffeoylputrescine (CP; Kaur et al., 2010; Onkokesung et al., 2012), which have been 

demonstrated to function as defenses against natural herbivores such as M. sexta (Zavala et 

al., 2004; Kaur et al., 2010). In addition to their induction in tissues that are directly attacked 

by herbivores, proteinase inhibitor activity and phenolamide levels can be induced as well in 

undamaged systemic tissues (Green and Ryan,1972; Kaur et al., 2010) and these systemically 

elicited defenses were demonstrated to reduce herbivore performance (Orozco-Cardenas et 

al., 1993). In addition to these direct defenses, herbivore attack also induces indirect defenses 

such as the release of herbivory-induced plant volatiles (HIPVs), which increases a plant’s 

fitness by attracting herbivore predators and deterring herbivore oviposition (De Moraes et 

al., 1998; Kessler & Baldwin, 2001; Allison & Daniel Hare, 2009; Allmann & Baldwin, 

2010; Schuman et al., 2012). Among the best-studied HIPVs are the green leaf volatiles 

(GLVs), which are comprised of fatty acid-derived C6 aldehydes, alcohols and esters, which 

are released by wounding in most, if not all plant species (Hatanaka et al., 1978; Matsui, 

2006). 

 Here, we combined the analysis of phytohormones and defense compounds, including 

JA, JA-Ile, CP and TPI, with different tools for CK level and signaling manipulation (Fig. 1) 

to thoroughly test the hypothesis that CK levels and signaling are positive regulators of 

wound- and HAMP-induced defense signaling and defenses in both attacked and unattacked 

systemic tissues.    
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Materials and Methods  

Plant material 

 For transient silencing of the CK receptors genes NaCHK2, NaCHK3 and NaCHK4, 

we used the virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) system optimized for N. attenuata described 

by Ratcliff et al. (2001) and by Saedler and Baldwin (2004). The sequences used for silencing 

are provided in Table S1.  

 Constitutive transformation with A. tumefaciens (strain LBA 4404) was carried out as 

described by Krügel et al. (2002). The NaCHK2/NaCHK3 silenced plants irchk2/3 (line 

number A-12-313) and irchk2/3-2 (line number A-12-356) were generated by transformation 

with the pRESC8HK2HK3 vector shown in Fig. S1 and subsequent screening of two 

independently transformed lines as described by Gase et al. (2011). The silencing efficiencies 

for NaCHK2 and NaCHK3 are shown in Fig. S2. The i-ovipt line (line number A-11-92 x A-

11-61), containing both parts of the pOp6/LhGR expression system, was generated by 

crossing pSOL9LHGRC (GenBank JX185747) and pPOP6IPT (GenBank JX185749) 

containing plants as described by Schäfer et al. (2013). Plant germination and growth were 

carried out as described by Krügel et al. (2002). 

 

Leaf treatments 

 For the standardized wound treatment a fabric pattern-wheel was rolled three times on 

each side of a leaf. Subsequent 20µL of water was applied to the puncture wholes (W+W). To 

simulate herbivore feeding instead of water 1:5 diluted OS was applied (W+OS). OS was 

obtained from M. sexta larvae of an in-house colony. After 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 or 48 h, as indicated 

the leaves were harvested, immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. For 

analyzing systemic induced defenses young untreated leaves adjacent to the treated leaves 

were collected. 

 

CK spray application 

 For spray application, tZ was dissolved in 80% EtOH (1 mg/mL) and diluted to 1 µM 

in an aqueous solution of 0.02% Tween-20. Spray application of tZ and the corresponding 

buffer control started 2 d before treatment and continued until samples were harvested. Plants 

were sprayed 3 times per day.     

 

DEX application 
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 DEX was dissolved in DMSO and stored at -20°C until use. DEX-containing lanolin 

paste was prepared as described by Schäfer et al. (2013). Briefly, DEX stock solution was 

mixed with lanolin, partitioned in syringes (1 mL, Omnifix, http://www.bbraun.de/) and then 

applied to the lower part of the respective leaf petiole. For the DEX treatments only fully 

developed leaves were used. Final concentration of the lanolin paste was 5 µM DEX with a 

DMSO content of 1%. As a control, a 1% DMSO-containing lanolin paste without DEX was 

used (designated as 0 µM DEX). DEX applications were performed one day before the start 

of the experiments. 

 

qPCR analysis 

 RNA was extraction with TRIzol (Invitrogene) according to the manufacturer 

instructions. After cDNA synthesis by reverse transcription using oligo(dT) primer and 

RevertAid reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) the quantitative (q)PCR was performed on a 

Stratagene Mx3005P qPCR machine using a SYBR Green containing reaction mix 

(Eurogentec; qPCR Core kit for SYBR Green I No ROX). The primer sequences are provided 

in Table S2. As standard we used actin, except for the analysis of NaCHK2/NaCHK3 

silencing in irchk2/3 and irchk2/3-2 plants (Fig. S1) were glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (Na GAPDH) was used. 

 

CK analysis 

 The CKs were extracted from the plant material with acidified aqueous methanol and 

purified by two steps of solid-phase extraction as described by Dobrev and Kamı́nek (2002) 

with the modifications by Kojima et al. (2009) and Schäfer et al. (2013). The measurement 

was done by UHPLC coupled MS/MS operated in multi-reaction-monitoring mode. The 

instrument specifications and settings are described by Schäfer et al. (2014). 

 

JA and JA-Ile measurements 

 JA and JA-Ile were extracted and analyzed as described by Kallenbach et al. (2010). 

To quantify JA and JA-Ile, [9,10-2H]dihydro-JA and [13C6]JA-Ile were added as internal 

standards to each sample.  

 

Secondary metabolite measurement and analysis 
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 Secondary metabolite extraction was performed as described by Gaquerel et al. 

(2010), with the modifications that 80% MeOH in water was used as extraction buffer (500 

µL per 100 mg ground plant tissue) and that the extraction was done in 96 Well BioTubes (1.1 

mL individual tubes, Arctic White LLC). For separation a Dionex UltiMate 3000 system 

(Sunnyvale), combined with a Dionex Acclaim 2.2 µm 120A 2.1 x 150 mm column was used. 

The mobile phase comprised of solvent A (water, 0.1% acetonitrile, 0.05% formic acid) and 

solvent B (acetonitrile, 0.05% formic acid) with the elution profile: 0 - 0.5 min, 10% B in A; 

0.5 - 6.5 min, 10 - 80% B in A; 6.5 – 8 min, 80% B in A. The flow rate was 0.4 mL/min. The 

measurement was performed on a MicroToF mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonik, 

http://www.bruker.com) equipped with an electrospray ionization source in positive mode as 

described by Gaquerel et al. (2010). The analysis was done with QuantAnalysis 2.0 (Brucker 

Daltonics) according to Onkokesung et al. (2012), with the settings shown in Supplemental 

Table S3. 

 

TPI activity assay 

 TPI activity was determined using the radial diffusion assay described by Jongsma et 

al. (1994). 

 

Ethylene measurements 

 To analyze the herbivory-induced ethylene release, correspondingly treated leaf discs 

were incubated in 4 mL glass vials for 5 h. Measurement was done with a photo-acoustic 

ETD-300 ethylene detector (Sensor Sense, http://www.sensor-sense.nl/) similar as described 

by von Dahl et al. (2007). The instrument was operated in sample mode, with a flow of 2 L/h 

and 7.5 min measurement time per sample. 

 

Volatile measurements 

 Volatile measurement was done as described by Kallenbach et al. (2014). In brief, 

after two times W+OS treatment in the morning and the evening of the same day, volatiles 

were collected over night and the first 12 h of the subsequent photoperiod within a plastic cup 

(~400 mL) by 5 mm pieces of PDMS tubing (Carl Roth GmbH, Rotilabo-Silikonschlauch, 1.5 

mm inner diameter x 3.5 mm outer diameter, item#9557.1, 25 m, http://www.carlroth.com). 

Measurement was done on a TD-20 thermal desorption unit (Shimadzu) connected to a 

quadrupole GC-MS-QP2010Ultra (Shimadzu). For separation a Rtx-5MS column (30 m, 0.25 
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mm inner diameter, 0.25 µm film thickness, Restek) was used. As carrier gas He was used 

with a constant velocity of 40 cm/s. After 5 min at 40°C the oven temperature was raised to 

180°C (5°C/min) and subsequent to 280°C (30°C/min) were it was held for 0.83 min. 

Electron impact (EI) spectra were recorded at 70 eV in scan mode. Data were analyzed with 

the Shimadzu GCMS solutions software (v2.72). Settings for peak identification and 

integration are shown in Supplemental Table 7 online. The identity of 3(Z)-hexenyl 

isobutyrate and 3(Z)-hexenyl butyrate were confirmed by comparison to an identical standard 

and for 3(Z)-hexenyl isovalerate by literature search and the Kovats index [calculated: 1236; 

Ruther (2000): 1237].  

 

Mitogen-activated protein kinase assay 

 Protein extraction was done according to Wu et al. (2007) and kinase activity was 

done as described by Zhang and Klessig (1997) using myelin basic protein as a substrate. 

After the reaction and washing steps, the gels were dried on a gel dryer (Bio-Rad, 

http://www.bio-rad.com). For image generation a FLA-3000 phosphor imager system 

(http://www.fujifilm.com/) was used. For each sample, at least three biological replicates were 

pooled. 

 

Statistical analysis 

 Data analysis by independent (unpaired) samples t test and univariate ANOVA were 

performed with SPSS Statistics 17.0 (http://www.01.ibm.com/software/de/analytics/spss/), 

whereas R 3.0.1 (http://www.r-project.org) was used for generalized least squares (GLS) 

model instead. If homoscedasticity could be achieved by transformation univariate ANOVA 

was preferred over GLS model. The used statistical methods and number of biological 

replicates per experiment are indicated in the figure legends.  
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Results  

Increased CK levels elevate herbivory-induced defense responses 

 Dervinis et al. (2010) reported an amplification of induced defense responses after 

external CK application. To investigate if CK levels also regulate herbivory-induced defense 

responses in N. attenuata, we sprayed leaves with 1 µM tZ and analyzed the response upon 

simulated herbivory. W+OS-induced JA levels, as well as the well-established herbivore 

resistance traits, CP and TPI activity were elevated more strongly after tZ-spraying, when 

compared to controls, while JA-Ile levels were not affected (Fig. 2).  

 Since spraying does not allow precise control over endogenous CK levels and 

spraying itself might induce unintended responses, including changes in leaf transpiration, 

experiments with transgenic plants with increased CK biosynthesis were conducted. We used 

plants transformed with the dexamethasone (DEX) inducible pOp6/LhGR system (Craft et al., 

2005; Samalova et al., 2005), which is comprised of the steroid-controlled transcription 

activator LhGR and the target construct under the control of the LhGR dependent pOp6 

promoter. We used the pOp6/LhGR system to heterologously express the Agrobacterium 

tumefaciens IPT coding gene Tumor morphology root (Tmr; Heidekamp et al., 1983). DEX 

treatments of these plants (i-ovipt) allowed us to fine-tune levels of endogenous CKs in the 

treated leaves (Fig. 3; Schäfer et al., 2013) and to study their effects on herbivore resistance 

responses upon OS elicitation (Fig. 3, S3 and S4). Until now no evidence for DEX-mediated 

effects on N. attenuata’s development and physiology were found. Even after the application 

of 20 times higher DEX concentrations than used in this investigation, no direct effects on the 

performance of M. sexta caterpillar feeding on these plants were found, indicating that 

herbivore resistance traits of the plant are not affected by DEX (Schäfer et al., 2013). 

However, to avoid a potential influence of DEX, short-term treatments were used, DEX was 

applied in low concentrations and only fully developed leaves were used for experiments. No 

visible differences between DEX-treated and untreated leaves were observed under the 

experimental conditions. Fig. 3 shows that DEX treatment of rosette stage i-ovipt plants led to 

3.8-fold higher levels in CK free bases and ribosides, mainly by increasing the abundance of 

trans-zeatin and trans-zeatin riboside, which resulted in a slight tendency to accumulate more 

JA, but not JA-Ile, in W+OS-treated leaves. CP is strongly induced by herbivory in N. 

attenuata and has known defense functions against herbivores such as M. sexta (Kaur et al., 

2010; Onkokesung et al., 2012). The W+OS-induced transcript levels of the CP biosynthesis 

gene acetyl transferase 1 (NaAT1), as well as CP itself, were more than doubled in leaves with 
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elevated CK levels. Importantly, transiently increasing CK levels with the DEX system had 

no significant effect on basal, non-induced levels of CP, indicating that CKs alone are not 

sufficient to elicit the anti-herbivory defense chemistry of the plant. In N. attenuata, 

phenolamide biosynthesis is known to be regulated by the transcription factor NaMYB8, 

which regulates the transcription of the enzymes NaAT1, involved in the biosynthesis of 

acylated putrescines, as well as NaCV86 and NaDH29, which are responsible for the 

biosynthesis of mono- and diacylated spermidines (Onkokesung et al., 2012). Interestingly, 

higher CK levels did not increase the W+OS-elicited transcripts of NaMYB8, NaDH29, and 

NaCV86 after 2 d (Fig. S3).  

To better understand the CK-specific regulation of the phenolamide pathway, we used 

a targeted metabolomics approach (Fig. S4). Intriguingly, most compounds whose levels are 

specifically induced by W+OS also responded to the combination of OS elicitation and 

increased CK levels. Higher CK levels particularly elevated the W+OS-induced accumulation 

of monoacylated putrescines and spermidines. The diacylated spermidines, in contrast, were 

not affected or, in the case of dicaffeoyl spermidine (DCS), were even slightly reduced. The 

wound-induced levels were only partially increased by CK elevation and the effects of CKs 

were substantially more pronounced for OS-elicited metabolites. 

Herbivore-induced volatile compounds are known to function as very effective 

indirect defenses in N. attenuata (Kessler & Baldwin, 2001; Allmann & Baldwin, 2010; 

Schuman et al., 2012). When we analyzed the W+OS-induced HIPVs bouquet of DEX and 

non-DEX-treated i-ovipt plants, we found that the release of the GLV-esters 3(Z)-hexenyl 

isobutyrate was reduced to approximately 50% by elevated CK levels and also 3(Z)-hexenyl 

butanoate and 3(Z)-hexenyl isovalerate emissions tended to be decreased (Fig. 3).  

The W+OS-induced TPI activity per protein content was not affected by our short 

term treatment, while the control levels were slightly reduced in DEX-treated plants (Fig. 3). 

In contrast the W+OS-induced TPI transcript levels tend to be elevated after DEX treatment 

(Fig. S5). Compared to the respective control levels TPI transcript increased after W+OS 

treatment significantly more in DEX-treated plants than in the non-DEX-treated plants (23.5 

times vs. 3.1 times; independent samples t test, p=0.008).  

 

 

CK signaling is required for the full induction of herbivory-induced defense responses 
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 Several studies used plants with impaired CK perception to investigate their role in 

specific physiological processes (Gonzalez-Rizzo et al., 2006; Riefler et al., 2006; Choi et al., 

2010), but such data are still elusive regarding the molecular responses after herbivore attack. 

To further analyze the role of CKs in N. attenuata’s induced herbivore resistance responses, 

we transformed N. attenuata plants to silence CK perception. Three CK receptor homologues 

were cloned and used with transient VIGS technology to silence single receptors or 

combinations of two (Fig. S6). W+OS-induced accumulation of CP was used as a marker to 

assess the plant’s ability to mount a full defense response. The strongest reduction in CP 

accumulation was observed in the case of the VIGS-mediated co-silencing of NaCHK2 and 

NaCHK3. Silencing of NaCHK2 and NaCHK3 also reduced the W+OS-induced JA 

accumulation, as well as TPI activity, whereas JA-Ile was not affected (Fig. 4). To evaluate if 

the observed changes in JA were mediated by altered activity of mitogen-activated protein 

kinases, particularly those known to influence OS-elicited JA biosynthesis in N. attenuata, 

e.g. WIPK and SIPK (Wu et al., 2007; Kallenbach et al., 2010), an in-gel kinase activity assay 

was performed, but no obvious changes were observed (Fig. S7). 

Despite its versatility of use and the advantage that it allows genetic manipulation after 

plants were allowed to develop unhampered to the small rosette stage, the VIGS technology 

has the drawback that the virus may alter a plant’s physiology, which could affect 

experimental outcomes. Therefore stably transformed plants are necessary for the evaluation 

of the robustness of VIGS results. We used the same sequence fragments in an inverted repeat 

orientation as were used in the VIGS constructs  to generate plants with stable, constitutive, 

RNAi-mediated silencing of NaCHK2 and NaCHK3 (irchk2/3 and irchk2/3-2). We choose 

lines with moderate silencing efficiency, in which the plant development (Fig. S8) and CK 

levels (Fig. S9) were only mildly affected. Plants with more pronounced developmental 

differences were excluded from the experiments to ensure comparability with the WT. The 

experiments were performed with two independently transformed lines (irchk2/3 and 

irchk2/3-2), which showed similar changes in herbivory-induced responses (irchk2/3: Fig. 5 

and S10 - S12; irchk2/3-2: Fig. S13 and S14).  

Rosette-stage plants of the irchk2/3 line showed slightly reduced W+OS-induced 

accumulation of JA, but not of JA-Ile (Fig. 5 and S10). The W+OS-induced transcript level of 

the phenolamide biosynthesis gene NaAT1 was reduced by nearly 70% when compared to 

wild type (WT) plants (Fig. 5). Also the CP accumulation and TPI activity after W+OS 

treatments were reduced to approximately 30% of WT levels (Figure 5). Transcript levels of 
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other phenolamide-related genes, including the transcription factor NaMYB8 and the 

biosynthesis genes NaDH29 and NaCV86 were reduced by 30-70% (Fig. S11). Despite 

diferuloyl spermidine, the W+OS induced levels of all analyzed phenolamides were reduced 

in the irchk2/3 plants, and some of the W+W-induced phenolamide levels were also reduced 

(Fig. S12). In contrast, 2-4 times more 3(Z)-hexenyl isobutyrate, 3(Z)-hexenyl butanoate and 

3(Z)-hexenyl isovalerate were emitted from W+OS elicited leaves of irchk2/3 plants, when 

compared to WT (Fig. 5). While TPI activity was significantly reduced in control leaves, only 

minor changes were observed for the other analyzed metabolites in non-induced control 

leaves (Fig. 5).  

 CKs are known as a positive regulator of ethylene production (Bertell & Eliasson, 

1992; Cary et al., 1995; Hansen et al., 2009). Therefore we analyzed the ethylene release in 

leaves of plants with increased CK level (i-ovipt), as well as in plants impaired in CK 

perception (irhk2/3 and irhk2/3-2) after simulated herbivory. For all those CK pathway 

manipulations we observed no differences to the respective control (Fig. S15). 

 

CK signaling is required for the full induction of herbivory-induced systemic defense 

responses 

 Phenolamides and TPI activity are well known herbivory-induced systemic defense 

responses (Green & Ryan, 1972; Kaur et al., 2010). We analyzed the influence of the CK 

signaling on these systemic responses. The W+OS-induced CP levels were reduced by 

approximately 50% in the irchk2/3 plants compared to the WT (Fig. 6). Similar to the treated 

leaves the W+OS-induced systemic levels of most other tested monoacyl-putrescines and -

spermidines were also reduced in the CK receptor silenced plants (Fig. S16). The diacyl-

spermidines in contrast were less strongly affected. Similar to the local TPI measurements, 

basal TPI activity was reduced in the irchk2/3 plants compared to the WT, while the systemic 

W+W- and W+OS-induced TPI activity was not affected (Fig. S17).   
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Discussion 

 

 CKs were reported to amplify the anti-herbivore defense of plants (Smigocki et al., 

1993; Smigocki et al., 2000; Dervinis et al., 2010), but information on the involved plant 

defenses and the underlying regulation is limited. Here we show that a functional CK pathway 

is a substantial component of the herbivory-induced defense signaling machinery and provide 

new information about the role of CK perception in local and systemic defense responses. 

Additionally we show that specific indirect defense responses are suppressed by CKs. 

 

The CK pathway regulates the herbivory-induced phenolamide and TPI response   

 We used topical application of CKs (Fig. 2), the chemically induced IPT expression 

(Fig. 3, S3, S4 and S15), VIGS-mediated CK receptor silencing (Fig. 4, S6 and S7) and stable 

CK receptor silencing (Fig. 5, 6 and S10 – S17) to manipulate the CK levels and perception in 

order to rigorously evaluate their effects on the defense responses of N. attenuata (for 

overview see Fig.1). Consistently we found CKs as positive regulators of the wound and 

HAMP-induced accumulation of monoacyl-putrescines and -spermidines, including CP (Fig. 

2-5, S4, S6, S12 and S14). It was reported that after herbivore attack the JA pathway induces 

the expression of the transcription factor NaMYB8, which is responsible for the herbivory-

induced accumulation of phenolamides, by regulating the expression of the acyltransferases 

NaAT1, NaDH29 and NaCV86 (Kaur et al., 2010, Onkokesung et al., 2012). CKs increased 

JA levels, but interestingly not the levels of its active conjugate JA-Ile (Fig. 2 - 5, S10 and 

S13). Since JA-Ile levels were not reported in the previous investigations on CK-mediated 

effects on plant defense signaling (e.g. Sano et al., 1996; Dervinis et al., 2010), it is unclear if 

this is also the case in other plant species. CKs are known to stimulate chloroplast 

development (Volfová et al., 1978), which is also the site of the first steps in JA biosynthesis 

(Wasternack, 2007), thereby potentially promoting JA formation. The missing increase in JA-

Ile levels might be related to their cytoplasmic biosynthesis (Hsieh et al., 2000). Additionally 

the changes in the herbivory-induced JA accumulation might not influence the JA-Ile 

formation, because of their approximately 50-fold lower levels than JA (Fig. 2 – 5, S10 and 

S13), making it unlikely that JA is a limiting factor under our conditions. Still the herbivory-

induced accumulation of NaMYB8 transcripts was strongly reduced in plants with impaired 

CK signaling (Fig. S11 and S13). The NaMYB8 transcript accumulation is accepted to be JA-
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Ile-dependent (Kaur et al., 2010; Onkokesung et al., 2012; Gaquerel et al., 2014), therefore 

the CK pathway might promote JA-Ile signaling.  

 Phenolamide biosynthesis is mediated by NaAT1, NaDH29 and NaCV86 in N. 

attenuata, which are all regulated by NaMYB8. The reduced NaMYB8 transcript abundance in 

irchk2/3 plants could therefore sufficiently explain the reduced levels of NaAT1, NaDH29 and 

NaCV86 transcripts and thereby possibly the decreased phenolamide levels (Fig. 5 and S11-

14). Increasing CK levels in the i-ovipt plants amplified the herbivory-induced accumulation 

of NaAT1 transcripts, monoacyl-putrescines and -spermidines (Fig. 3 and S4), confirming 

their regulation by the CK pathway. The transcripts of NaMYB8 and NaDH29 in contrast were 

not elevated (Fig. S3) although, according to previous reports (Onkokesung et al., 2012) they 

were expected to promote NaAT1 and monoacyl-spermidine levels, respectively. Based on 

these observations, we propose that CKs regulate phenolamides at least by two independent 

mechanisms; by regulating the classical NaMYB8-transmitted phenolamide induction, but also 

in another way. Importantly, phenolamide levels were nearly unaffected by CK-pathway 

manipulations in non-induced plants, but required simultaneous induction by herbivory, 

indicating CKs as priming agents for the herbivory-induced phenolamide accumulation. 

 TPI activity, another JA-dependent anti-herbivore defense (Van Dam et al., 2001; 

Paschold et al., 2007) was also clearly dependent on the CK perception by NaCHK2 and 

NaCHK3 (Fig. 4 - 5 and S13), supporting the idea of CK-mediated amplification of the 

herbivory-induced JA signaling. However, the mild, short-term elevations of endogenous CKs 

in the DEX-treated i-ovipt plants failed to further amplify the herbivory-induced TPI activity 

(Fig. 3). The missing increase might be related to the normalization of the TPI activity to the 

protein content, which itself is affected by CKs (Richmond & Lang, 1957) and could have 

masked potential differences in the TPI activity. This is supported by the analysis of W+OS-

induced TPI transcripts, which tend to be elevated in plants with increased CK levels (Fig. 

S5). The low sensitivity of the TPI activity to mild CK level changes, such as in i-ovipt plants 

might also indicating that the basal CK levels in the used rosette-stage plants were already 

sufficient to saturate these effects. 

  The levels of CKs, such as isopentenyladenosine and cis-zeatin riboside were recently 

shown to increase in response to wounding and HAMP treatment in young rosette stage plants 

(Schäfer et al., 2014). It is tempting to speculate that CKs therefore could present a 

mechanism involved in the priming responses observed after repeated elicitations (Stork et 

al., 2009). Additionally it would be interesting to analyze how far differing CK levels 
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throughout the day (Novakova et al., 2005) or between the various tissues within a plant are 

correlated with defense metabolite distributions (Meldau et al., 2012).      

 

 From our observations and the current knowledge on JAs and CKs, we propose three 

mechanisms how CK might amplify the herbivory-induced JA signaling and one that might 

allow CK-dependent phenolamide level elevation without concomitant amplification of the 

JA/NaMYB8 signaling:  

1) Signaling interactions: CK signaling may promote JA signaling downstream of JA-Ile, e.g. 

they may function at the level of JAZ repressors, as has been demonstrated for other hormonal 

pathways, including auxin and gibberellins (Grunewald et al., 2009; Hou et al., 2010). Similar 

interactions between the CK pathway and salicylic acid signaling are required for pathogen 

resistance in A. thaliana. In this plant, the CK response regulator, ARR2, directly interacts 

with TGA3, which in the presence of salicylic acid and NPR1, leads to increased PR1 

expression and higher pathogen resistance (Choi et al., 2010).  

2) Hormone level changes: CKs may promote other active oxylipins than JA-Ile. Some 

investigations reported JA-Ile-independent effects of JA and its related metabolites on the 

plant defense responses. Wang et al. (2008) for example showed in N. attenuata that silencing 

the JA biosynthesis has a stronger effect on the herbivore defense than only preventing JA-Ile 

formation. Similarly van Doorn et al. (2011) showed that JA-Ile signaling is not required for 

defense responses in Solanum nigrum under natural conditions.  

3) Indirect interaction: CKs might influence herbivory-induced defense responses indirectly, 

by changing other hormonal pathways, such as auxins and gibberellins, which subsequently 

leads to changes in JA sensitivity (Meldau et al., 2012). 

4) Resource improvement: CKs are known to control the source-sink status of tissues (Kuiper, 

1993; Lara et al., 2004) and the resources associated with strong sink strength can amplify the 

secondary metabolite production (Arnold et al., 2004). CKs were shown to elevate the activity 

of the phenylalanine ammonia-lyase, an enzyme which is responsible for the first step in the 

phenylpropanoid pathway (Jones, 1984), thereby potentially providing substrates for the 

phenolamide formation. Testing this hypothesis will require a detailed analysis of metabolites 

that act as precursors or supply energy for the synthesis of defense compounds.  

 

The CK pathway suppresses GLV-ester emissions after herbivory 
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 Halitschke et al. (2004) reported a competitive, likely substrate-mediated relationship 

between the JA and GLV pathways arising from the utilization of the same precursors. While 

JA levels are positively correlated with the activity of the CK pathway, the release of GLV-

esters was negatively correlated, suggesting that CKs control the balance between these two 

oxylipin classes. Since GLVs are known to function as feeding stimulants for some herbivores 

(Halitschke et al., 2004; Meldau et al., 2009), reduced GLV-ester levels might lower tissue 

consumption. GLVs are also potent attractants for predators and ovipositing moths 

(Halitschke et al., 2008; Allmann & Baldwin, 2010; Schuman et al., 2012), which have 

opposite fitness effects on plants. Analyzing the interactions of plants with altered CK levels 

or signaling, with herbivores and predators in the plant’s natural habitat will be required to 

reveal the ecological significance of altered volatile emission by these plants. 

 

CK perception regulates the induction of specific systemic defenses 

 Within-plant movement is an important strategy for herbivores to avoid inducible 

plant defenses (Paschold et al., 2007). Likely as a counterstrategy, plants evolved defenses, 

which are not only induced in the attacked leaf, but also in the adjacent leaves, thereby 

reducing the herbivore performance (Green & Ryan, 1972; Orozco-Cardenas et al., 1993). 

Similar as reported by Dervinis et al. (2010) for poplar, the CK pathway manipulation did not 

affect the induced systemic TPI levels in N. attenuata (Fig. S17). Interestingly CP, another 

well-known systemic herbivore defense of wild tobacco (Kaur et al., 2010) was attenuated in 

CK receptor silenced plants (Fig. 6). Still it is not clear from which part of the plant the CK 

pathway contributes to the systemic CP induction. The induced CP levels in systemic leaves 

reported by Kaur et al. (2010) decreased with the age of the plants. Since CKs are growth 

regulators and strong suppressors of senescence processes (Richmond & Lang, 1957) the CK 

receptor silenced plants (irchk2/3) might mimic the CK-pathway of a plant in a later 

developmental stage. Therefore the CK pathway might be a missing link of the developmental 

regulation of herbivore defense responses. Future experiments on defense related functions of 

CKs should be designed to test mechanisms of well-established ecological theories about 

tissue-specific and ontogenic regulations of defense distributions, such as the optimal defense 

theory or the growth-differentiation balance hypothesis (McKey, 1974; Herms & Mattson, 

1992; Ohnmeiss et al., 1997) 

 

CKs do not promote ethylene release after herbivory 
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  Another defense signal that was shown to be regulated by CKs is ethylene. 

Ethylene interacts with the JA-pathway, regulates herbivory-induced responses (Rojo et al., 

1999; Kahl et al., 2000; Adie et al., 2007) and its production can be regulated by CKs (Bertell 

& Eliasson, 1992; Cary et al., 1995; Hansen et al., 2009). We found that HAMP-induced 

ethylene emissions in leaves were neither affected by increased CK levels nor by the 

inhibition of CK perception (Fig. S15). This might be explained by the report of Zd'arska et 

al. (2013), which showed that CKs mediate ethylene production in the root, but not in the 

shoot, indicating that CK-ethylene cross-talk might be tissue and stress-specific.  

 

Ecological implications for CKs in plant defense  

 CKs were shown as positive regulators of the plant defense against herbivores 

resulting in reduced herbivore survival and growth (Smigocki et al., 1993; Smigocki et al., 

2000; Dervinis et al., 2010), but also to be advantageous for the performance of certain highly 

specialist insect attackers, like leaf miners (Engelbrecht et al., 1969), sawflies (Elzen, 1983) 

and a specialist mirid bug (Schäfer et al., 2013). Similar reports also exist for the interaction 

between plants and pathogens. CKs are partially important factors for a successful A. 

tumefaciens infection or they can strengthen the plant defense against other pathogens, 

including Pseudomonas syringae (Jameson, 2000; Choi et al., 2010; Großkinsky et al., 2011; 

Argueso et al., 2012; Giron et al., 2013). The contradiction between positive and negative 

effects of CKs on plant defense might be explained by a tradeoff between CK-associated 

factors beneficial for insects and pathogens, such as increased nutritional value and negative 

factors including elevated defense metabolites. Various organisms interacting with a plant 

may differ in their nutritional needs and their sensitivities to certain defense compounds. 

Because CK level changes are regulated by herbivore and pathogen attack (López-Carbonell 

et al., 1998; Giron et al., 2013; Schäfer et al., 2014), a change in CKs might be an important 

environmental response variable that shapes the interaction of various phytophagous or 

pathogenic organisms that may co-colonize a plant at a given time. Since CKs are well-known 

to play an important role in adapting plants to abiotic factors like drought stress and nutrient 

availability (reviewed in Werner et al., 2009), CKs could also function as integrators of 

different biotic and abiotic stress responses. Analyzing the performance of plants that are 

altered in their CK levels or signaling in their natural environment, in which the plant faces a 

variety of natural enemies and abiotic conditions, will help to understand the role of CKs in 

regulating diverse ecological interactions. 
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Conclusion 

 Here we provide new data on the role of CKs in plant-herbivore interactions (for 

overview see Fig. 7). Previous investigations demonstrated herbivory-induced CK pathway 

changes, which were partially dependent on the interaction with the JA pathway (Schäfer et 

al., 2014). Here we show that elevated CK levels amplify JA-mediated defense signaling 

against herbivores and identified two CK receptors that are important for the induction of 

local and systemic defense responses. Interestingly CKs were not found as direct inducers of 

defenses responses, but as regulators of the induction strength of the herbivory stimulus. 

Upcoming investigations should focus on the ecological consequences of CK pathway 

changes and the identification of downstream signaling elements.  
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Supporting Information 

Fig. S1 Plasmid vector for cytokinin receptor (NaCHK2/NaCHK3) silencing. 

Fig. S2 irchk2/3 and irchk2/3-2 plants are silenced in NaCHK2 and NaCHK3 expression 

Fig. S3 Increased cytokinin levels are not sufficient to upregulate the herbivory-induced 

transcript accumulation of NaMYB8, NaDH29 and NaCV86. 

Fig. S4 Increased cytokinin levels amplify the herbivory-induced accumulation of monoacyl-

putrescines and -spermidines. 

Fig. S5 Increased cytokinin levels elevate the herbivory-induced transcript accumulation of 

NaTPI. 

Fig. S6 Impaired cytokinin perception by NaCHK2 and NaCHK3 attenuates the herbivory 

induced caffeoylputrescine accumulation. 

Fig. S7 NaCHK2/NaCHK3-mediated cytokinin perception is not necessary for SIPK and 

WIPK activation after wounding and herbivory. 

Fig. S8 NaCHK2/NaCHK3-silenced plants show only minor phenotypic differences compared 

to wild type plants.   

Fig. S9 NaCHK2/NaCHK3-silenced plants show only minor changes in the level of active 

cytokinins compared to wild type plants.  

Fig. S10 Impaired cytokinin perception reduces the herbivory-induced jasmonic acid, but not 

jasmonic acid-isoleucine conjugate accumulation. 

Fig. S11 Impaired cytokinin perception reduces the herbivory-induced accumulation of 

NaMYB8, NaDH29 and NaCV86 transcripts. 

Fig. S12 Impaired cytokinin perception reduces the herbivory-induced accumulation of 

phenolamides. 

Fig. S13 The independently transformed NaCHK2/NaCHK3-silenced plants (irchk2/3-2) 

confirm cytokinin signaling-mediated effects on the herbivory-induced defense responses. 

Fig. S14 The independently transformed NaCHK2/NaCHK3-silenced plants (irchk2/3-2) 

confirm cytokinin signaling-mediated effects on the herbivory-induced accumulation of 

phenolamides. 

Fig. S15 Cytokinin levels and their perception by NaCHK2 and NaCHK3 do not regulate the 

herbivory-induced ethylene release. 

Fig. S16 Impaired cytokinin perception reduces the systemic accumulation of monoacyl-

putrescines and -spermidines after wounding and herbivory. 
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Fig. S17 Cytokinin perception by NaCHK2 and NaCHK3 does not regulate the systemic 

increase of trypsin proteinase inhibitor (TPI) activity after wounding and herbivory.  
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Figure legends 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Experimental logic used to analyze cytokinin (CK) mediated effects on the herbivory-

induced defense response.  

Herbivore-derived elicitors in the oral secretions of M. sexta are well-known to induce a rapid 

increase in jasmonic acid (JA) and the active JA-isoleucine conjugate (JA-Ile) in N. attenuata, 

which elicit increases in defense compounds like phenolamides and trypsin proteinase 

inhibitors activity (TPI). Phenolamide levels and TPI activity are both locally and 

systemically induced after herbivore attack. Indirect defenses, such as the release of green leaf 

volatile (GLV)-esters are also triggered. Recently herbivore attack has been found to elevate 

CK levels in addition to jasmonates and here we study the influence of the CK pathway on 

herbivory-induced defense responses by manipulating CK levels and signaling. To manipulate 

CK levels during simulated herbivory, we separately used external spray treatments of the CK 

trans-zeatin and transgenic plants with chemical-inducible expression of the CK biosynthesis 

gene isopentenyltransferase (i-ovipt). To manipulate CK perception during simulated 

herbivory we transiently and constitutively silenced the CK receptors NaCHK2 and NaCHK3 

by virus-induced gene silencing (chk2/3 VIGS) and stable transformation (irchk2/3), 

respectively.  
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Fig. 2 Cytokinin application increases herbivory-induced defense response.  

Jasmonic acid (JA) and JA-isoleucine conjugate (JA-Ile) accumulation in leaves of N. 

attenuata 1h after wounding and application of water (W+W, grey bars) or M. sexta oral 

secretions (W+OS, solid bars) to the puncture wounds and in untreated control leaves (C, 

open bars). Caffeoylputrescine (CP) accumulation and trypsin proteinase inhibitor (TPI) 

activity in leaves were measured in leaves 2 d after W+OS treatment (solid bars) and in 

untreated control leaves (C, open bars). Measurements were performed in leaves after 

spraying with 1 µM trans-zeatin (tZ) or mock solution until runoff.tZ and treatment (C, W+W 

and W+OS; T) effects and their interaction (tZ*T) were analyzed by univariate ANOVA. 

Asterisks indicate significant differences between same treatments after spraying with 0 or 1 

µM tZ (independent samples t test: * P≤0.05, ** P≤0.01). Error bars are standard errors 

(N≥3). CP is shown relative to the 0 µM tZ control. FM, fresh mass. 
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Figure 3. Cytokinin levels regulate herbivory-induced defense responses.  

Isopentenyladenine (IP), Isopentenyladenosine (IPR), trans-zeatin (t Z), trans-zeatin riboside 

(tZR), dihydrozeatin (DHZ), dihydrozeatin riboside (DHZR), cis-zeatin (cZ) and cis-zeatin 

riboside (cZR) levels in leaves of N. attenuata. Jasmonic acid (JA) and JA-isoleucine 

conjugate (JA-Ile) accumulation in leaves 60 min after wounding and treatment with water 

(W+W, grey bars) or M. sexta oral secretions (W+OS, solid bars) and in untreated control 

leaves (C, open bars). Trypsin proteinase inhibitor (TPI) activity, transcript level of NaAT1 

and accumulation of the defense metabolite, caffeoylputrescine (CP), were measured in leaves 

2 d after W+W (grey bars) or W+OS treatment (solid bars) and in untreated control leaves (C, 

open bars). Green leaf volatile (GLV)-ester release from leaves was measured in the night and 
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for the next 12 h of the following photoperiod after 2 consecutive W+OS treatments. 

Measurements were performed with leaves of dexamethasone (DEX)-inducible 

isopentenyltransferase-overexpressing plants (i-ovipt) that had been treated with 0 and 5 µM 

DEX-containing lanolin paste 1 d prior to the experiment.  

DEX and treatment (C, W+W and W+OS; T) effects and their interaction (DEX*T) were 

analyzed by univariate ANOVA. Asterisks indicate significant differences between same 

treatments in DEX-induced and uninduced i-ovipt plants (independent samples t test: * 

P≤0.05, ** P≤0.01). Error bars are standard errors (N≥3). For additional phenolamide-related 

transcripts and phenolamides see Fig. S3 and S4. FM, fresh mass. 
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Fig. 4 Impaired cytokinin perception decreases herbivory-induced defense responses. 

Jasmonic acid (JA) and JA-isoleucine conjugate (JA-Ile) levels in leaves of N. attenuata 90 

min after wounding and application of water (W+W, grey bars) or M. sexta oral secretions 

(W+OS, solid bars) to the puncture wounds and in untreated control leaves (C, open bars). 

Caffeoylputrescine (CP) accumulation and trypsin proteinase inhibitor (TPI) activity in leaves 

were measured in leaves two days after W+OS treatment (solid bars) and in untreated control 

leaves (C, open bars). Measurements were performed with leaves of plants silenced in 

NaCHK2/NaCHK3 expression by virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) and empty vector 

control (EV) plants. 

DEX and treatment (C, W+W and W+OS; T) effects and their interaction (DEX*T) were 

analyzed by univariate ANOVA, except for JA data which were analyzed by a generalized 

least squares model. Asterisks indicate significant differences between same treatments in EV 

and chk2/3-VIGS plants (independent samples t test: * P≤0.05). Error bars are standard errors 

(N≥3). FM, fresh mass. 
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Fig. 5 Cytokinin perception regulates herbivory-induced defense responses.  

Transcript abundance of NaCHK2 and NaCHK3 in the shoots of 6 d old N. attenuata 

seedlings. Jasmonic acid (JA) and JA-isoleucine conjugate (JA-Ile) accumulation in leaves 60 

min after wounding and treatment with water (W+W, grey bars) or M. sexta oral secretions 

(W+OS, solid bars) and in untreated control leaves (C, open bars). Trypsin proteinase 

inhibitor (TPI) activity, transcript level of NaAT1 and accumulation of the defense metabolite 

caffeoylputrescine (CP) were measured in leaves 2 d after W+W (grey bars) or W+OS 

treatment (solid bars) and in untreated control leaves (C, open bars). Green leaf volatile 

(GLV)-ester release of leaves was measured during the night and the next 12 h of the 

following photoperiod after a twice repeated W+OS treatment. Measurements were performed 

in leaves of wild-type plants (WT) and NaCHK2/NaCHK3-silenced plants (irchk2/3).  
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Line and treatment (C, W+W, W+OS; T) effects and their interaction (Line*T) were analyzed 

by univariate ANOVA, except for JA-Ile data which were analyzed a by a generalized least 

squares model instead. Asterisks indicate significant differences between same treatments in 

WT and irchk2/3 plants (independent samples t test: * P≤0.05, ** P≤0.01, *** P≤0.001). 

Error bars are standard errors (N≥4). For additional phenolamide-related transcripts and 

phenolamides see Fig. S11 and S12. Data for an independently transformed 

NaCHK2/NaCHK3-silenced line are shown in Fig. S13 and S14. FM, fresh mass. 
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Fig. 6 Cytokinin (CK) perception regulates basal and herbivory-induced systemic 

caffeoylputrescine levels.  

Caffeoylputrescine accumulation was measured in untreated systemic leaves of N. attenuata 

two days after wounding and treatment with water (W+W, grey bars) or M. sexta oral 

secretions (W+OS, solid bars) and in untreated control plants (C, open bars). Measurements 

were performed in leaves of wild-type plants (WT) and NaCHK2/NaCHK3-silenced plants 

(irchk2/3), which were impaired in CK perception. 

Line and treatment (C, W+W, W+OS; T) effects and their interaction (Line*T) were analyzed 

by univariate ANOVA. Asterisks indicate significant differences between same treatments in 

WT and irchk2/3 plants (independent samples t test: * P≤0.05, ** P≤0.01). Error bars are 

standard errors (N=5). For additional phenolamides see Fig. S16. FM, fresh mass. 
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Fig. 7 The role of cytokinins (CKs) in the herbivore defense response of N. attenuata.  

The CK metabolism and signaling is regulated by wounding and perception of herbivore-

derived elicitors from the oral secretion of M. sexta. JA suppresses the herbivory-induced CK 

signaling changes. In contrast, CK levels and perception slightly elevate the herbivory-

induced accumulation of jasmonic acid (JA), but not of the JA-isoleucine conjugate (JA-Ile), 

which is thought to mediate most JA-related responses according to the canonical model of 

JA signaling. The downstream events of the JA pathway, leading to the production of trypsin 

proteinase inhibitors (TPI) and the activation of phenolamides, such as caffeoylputrescine 

(CP) were positively regulated by CKs. In addition to the local responses elicited in attacked 

tissues, functional CK perception was also important for a strong systemic induction of CP. In 

contrast, the production of green leaf volatile (GLV)-esters that function as indirect defenses 

was suppressed by the CK pathway.    
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Discussion 
 More than half a century of CK research was able to gain extensive information about 

the CK metabolism and signaling, as well as to unravel many details about their important 

functions in plant growth, development and abiotic stress responses. CKs are often considered 

as a potential hub that connects the plant growth with various biotic and abiotic environmental 

factors. Therefore, the CK pathway could be of interest for researchers working on ecological 

interactions and biodiversity research, as well as on crop improvement. Although insect- and 

bacteria-mediated plant deformations, such as crown or leaf galls and the frequently observed 

“green islands” in senescent autumn leaves, belong to the most conspicuous signs of CK 

functions, much knowledge about the role of CKs in biotic plant interactions is still elusive. 

Therefore, it seems reasonable to learn more about the capabilities of the CK pathway and 

consequences of its manipulation, with regard to biotic interactions. While the pathogen-

related characteristics of CKs were recently addressed, e.g., by the work of Choi et al. (2010), 

Großkinsky et al. (2011) and Argueso et al. (2012), my work focused on the herbivory-related 

functions of CKs and showed that the CK pathway specifically responds to herbivory 

(manuscript III), that it influences the strength of herbivory-induced defense responses 

(manuscript IV), as well as that CKs can mediate the interaction with naturally occurring 

herbivores (manuscript I). 

   

Cytokinin pathway response to herbivory 

 It is well known that CK levels are affected in various plant interactions with insects, 

bacteria, viruses and fungi (Giron et al., 2013). In most studied model systems (e.g.; the plant 

interactions with sawflies, leaf miners and A. tumefaciens) the respective attacker directly 

manipulates the CK levels within the plant by self- or symbiont-produced CKs or by 

reconfiguration and exploitation of the plant metabolism, whereas the plant mainly plays a 

passive role (Giron et al., 2013). Wounding induces an increase in CK levels (Conrad & 

Kohn, 1975; Mitchell & van Staden, 1983; Crane & Ross, 1986) and the reports from Hui et 

al. (2003) and Gilardoni et al. (2010) show HAMP-induced transcript level changes of the 

CK-associated genes CRK1 and CIG2. This indicates that also a plant controlled CK pathway 

regulation takes place in response to attack by chewing insect herbivores.  
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  In manuscript III, we identified the major CK pathway components of N. attenuata 

and observed wound- and HAMP-specific transcript regulation for several of these genes. The 

CK levels were measured with an extended version of the CK extraction and analysis protocol 

presented in manuscript II. Strikingly, M. sexta OS and pure FACs amplified the wound-

induced increase in the shoot derived, active CKs IP and IPR, as well as the stress associated 

CK cZR. Another interesting finding was that a functional JA pathway is not necessary for the 

herbivory-induced CK level changes, indicating that CK levels are regulated by HAMP-

induced signaling elements upstream of JA. Because of the complexity of the CK pathway, its 

feedback regulation (Hwang et al., 2012) and possible posttranslational regulation (Motyka et 

al., 1996), it is challenging to link specific changes in transcripts with corresponding changes 

in metabolites. However, it seems reasonable that the wound- and herbivory-induced 

upregulation of LOGs could be responsible for the higher levels of specific bioactive CKs, 

whereas induced CKXs and ZOGs might have caused the increased accumulation of CK 

inactivation products. Some of the transcript changes, such as the decreased NaIPT5 levels 

and the increases in the levels of NaRRA5 and NaCKX5, can also be mimicked by external 

CK applications. Therefore, these changes are most likely a secondary response to the wound- 

and HAMP-induced CK level elevation. 

 HAMP perception is a highly variable trait and plant species often have a distinct 

responsiveness to them. FACs for example are perceived by N. attenuata, while A. thaliana is 

not responding to them (Halitschke et al., 2001; Schmelz et al., 2009). Still, the CK levels of 

both N. attenuata and A. thaliana responded in a similar way to HAMP elicitations. The 

phylogenetic analysis shown in manuscript III indicates a more rapid evolution of CK 

biosynthesis, inactivation and output genes, while the core elements of the CK pathway 

undergo a more conserved evolution. Similar evolutionary patterns were also described by 

Pils & Heyl (2009) and Tsai et al. (2012). This evolutionary development might have enabled 

the CK pathway to adapt to the input signals that are specific for the plants respective 

environment (e.g., a characteristic herbivore community) and to interact with the associated 

stress responses, while preventing basic CK-pathway functions from being disturbed by these 

adaptation processes. Additional plant species, such as the monocotyledons rice and maize, 

should be analyzed to verify a common evolutionary history of herbivory-induced CK 

pathway changes in plants. 
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 What is the physiological relevance behind the wound- and HAMP-induced CK 

pathway responses? Reports about wound-induced CK responses proposed them to enhance 

the wound healing by elevating the cell division (Conrad & Kohn, 1975). Still, a wound 

healing response unlikely needs HAMP-inducible amplification. Another explanation might 

be to rearrange the primary metabolism. Wound repair likely has specific metabolic demands 

and also the production of defense compounds relies on the availability of sufficient resources 

(Arnold et al., 2004). Since CKs can regulate the sink strength of a plant tissue (Roitsch & 

Ehness, 2000), they might implement the proper resource conditions for these processes. Choi 

et al. (2010), Großkinsky et al. (2011) and Argueso et al. (2012) showed that CKs can 

improve the pathogen resistance of a plant. A wounding site can be an entrance for pathogens 

and since herbivores are also potential vectors (Frisinghelli et al., 2000; Chung et al., 2013), 

the HAMP-dependent CK response might represent a countermeasure against an increased 

infection risk.  

 

Cytokinins regulate herbivory-induced responses 

 The reports from Smigocki et al. (1993), Smigocki et al. (2000) and Dervinis et al. 

(2010) showed already that CKs can increase the plant resistance against lepidopteran 

herbivores. Previous reports indicate that this effect is mediated by a CK-dependent 

upregulation of defense compounds. It was shown that CKs can upregulate the levels of 

secondary metabolites (Hino et al., 1982; Ozeki & Komamine, 1986; Großkinsky et al., 2011; 

Černý et al., 2013), that they induce insecticidal activity in leaf surface extracts of N. tabacum 

and N. plumbaginifolia (Smigocki et al., 2000) and that they amplify the wound-induced 

accumulation of TPI transcripts in poplar leaves (Dervinis et al., 2010). However, to my 

knowledge no thorough analysis of the impact of CKs on the herbivory-induced defense 

chemistry was reported yet and also the interaction with the associated signaling elements was 

only roughly characterized. Dervinis et al. (2010) and Sano et al. (1996) found CKs as 

positive regulators of the wound-induced JA accumulation, but the effect on JA-Ile, the key 

player for the JA-mediated defense induction (Kang et al., 2006), was not reported. 

Additionally, HAMP-mediated effects were not taken into account. Another limitation of 

previous studies is that many information on the role of CKs in herbivore responses were 

derived from correlations or error prone external applications of high amounts of CKs, and 

even the investigations from Smigocki et al. (1993) and Smigocki et al. (2000), which used 
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the more elaborated conditional ipt expression, were subjected to disturbed plant growth and 

development because of unintended promoter activity (Smigocki, 1995).  

 In manuscript I, we establish the chemically-inducible pOp6/LhGR expression system 

for N. attenuata. By fine-tuned expression of an IPT the system allowed control over the 

timing, quantity and localization of CK level changes. In manuscript IV, the system was used 

for short term, low quantity elevations of CK levels in fully-developed leaves to analyze the 

CK-mediated effects on the plant defense without confounding the plant development. 

Importantly, the results were supported by additional CK pathway manipulations, such as 

external application of CKs and RNAi-mediated gene silencing of the CK receptors NaCHK2 

and NaCHK3 by transient virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) and stable transformation. 

Based on these experiments, I could confirm the results from Sano et al. (1996) and Dervinis 

et al. (2010) that CKs can promote the JA accumulation, but interestingly no positive effects 

on the JA-Ile levels were observed. Still, CKs promoted defense responses, such as the CP 

accumulation and induction of TPI activity. Anti-herbivore defenses, like CP and TPI activity, 

are not only induced in wound- and HAMP-treated leaves, but also systemically in the 

adjacent, undamaged plant parts (Green & Ryan, 1972; Kaur et al., 2010). Interestingly, the 

CK pathway also affected the systemic herbivory-induced accumulation of CP. Similar as 

described by Dervinis et al. (2010), the defense promoting effects of CKs were mainly visible 

after wound- and HAMP-induction, but nearly absent in non-induced plants. This indicates 

CKs as modulator of the defense induction, but not as direct inducer.  

 It can be hypothesized that the wound- and HAMP-induced CK level increase, which 

was observed in manuscript III, might play a role in priming plant defenses in case of 

successive elicitations. To verify this hypothesis respective manipulation experiments would 

be necessary. However, the required knowledge and tools to manipulate these CK level 

changes uncoupled from the basal CK levels are not available yet. Probably, forward genetics, 

such as genome-wide association studies (GWAS) or an EMS (ethyl methanesulfonate) 

mutagenesis-based approach, could help to unravel the signaling elements that are responsible 

for the CK induction after herbivory and thereby allow specifically manipulating them. 

 In the VIGS experiments described in manuscript IV, I silenced each of the three CK 

receptors that were identified before in N. attenuata (manuscript III). I found no differences in 

the herbivory-induced CP accumulation between the empty vector control and plants silenced 

in only one of these CK receptors. In contrast, double CK receptor silenced plants, especially 

in NaCHK2 and NaCHK3, showed a strongly reduced defense induction after herbivory. The 
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redundancy of CK receptors was shown before, for example for CK-mediated chlorophyll 

retention or shoot growth regulation (Riefler et al., 2006; Stolz et al., 2011). Interestingly, the 

NaCHK2 and NaCHK3 homologs in A. thaliana (AHK2 and AHK3) are essential for CK-

mediated immunity against the pathogen Pseudomonas syringae (Choi et al., 2010).  

 CKs are well-known regulators of source-sink relations in plants (Roitsch & Ehness, 

2000). Therefore, another function for CKs might be to participate in the reorganization of 

primary metabolites after herbivore attack, similar as it was reported recently for auxin 

(Machado et al., 2013). Manuscript III proposes a JA-mediated suppression of the CK 

pathway, which could be responsible for reduced sink strength of JA- and herbivory-treated 

tissues (Babst et al., 2005; Schwachtje et al., 2006). Otherwise the wound- and HAMP-

induced CK level elevations fit to the increased sink strength around wounding sites that was 

observed by Quilliam et al. (2006). Since CKs, as well as JA levels are influenced by the 

developmental stage of the tissue (Hewett & Wareing, 1973; Ohnmeiss et al., 1997), the 

analyzed plant stage and tissue type might define the balance between both processes and 

thereby be responsible for the differential reports about resource allocation away from and 

towards damaged leaves (Quilliam et al., 2006; Schwachtje et al., 2006; Ferrieri et al., 2013). 

Since the nutrient content of a plant tissue can strongly influence the performance of the 

herbivores feeding on it (Mattson, 1980), future investigations on the role of CKs in the plant-

herbivore interaction should also include these often omitted but important factor.  

   

Mechanisms behind the cytokinin-mediated defense amplification 

 CKs were found to elevate the induction of JA but not of JA-Ile, which is usually 

expected as main regulator of the defense-related JA responses. Because of the missing 

reports about the influence of CKs on the JA-Ile accumulation in other plant species, it 

remains unknown if our observation is specific for N. attenuata or a more general feature. 

However, this result raises the question whether CKs regulate anti-herbivore defenses 

upstream of the JA biosynthesis as suggested by Dervinis et al. (2010) or if other mechanisms 

are responsible.  

 Dervinis et al. (2010), as well as our data show only minor direct effects of CKs on the 

defense chemistry, but they show a strong amplification of JA-induced defenses, indicating an 

interaction with the JA pathway. This is supported by the JA pathway-dependent NaMYB8 

transcripts (Onkokesung et al., 2012), which show reduced herbivore induction in 
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NaCHK2/NaCHK3-silenced plants compared to the wild type. The JA pathway comprises of a 

large set of JA precursors, amino acid-conjugates, hydroxylation products and many other 

metabolites (reviewed in Wasternack, 2007), and it was shown that JA-Ile is not the only 

active compound of the pathway that executes plant defense related functions (Stintzi et al., 

2001; Wang et al., 2008; van Doorn et al., 2011). Therefore, the CK-JA interaction might 

involve the up-regulation of other active JA-related compounds than JA-Ile. Alternatively, the 

interaction might occur more downstream in the signaling cascade. Investigations on the CK-

SA crosstalk after pathogen attack observed that the CK-dependent transcription factor ARR2 

regulates the PR1 (pathogenesis-related gene 1) expression by the interaction with TGA3 and 

the SA-dependent NPR1 (nonexpressor of pathogenesis-related genes 1) (Choi et al., 2010). 

Similarly, RRs might also directly interact with integral components of the JA signaling, such 

as the JAZ repressors (Oh et al., 2012) or the MYC2-class transcription factors, which are 

responsible for a majority of JA signaling output (Boter et al., 2004). Grosskinsky et al. 

(2014) reported that the CK-induced elevation of phytoalexin levels (scopoletin) is mediated 

by the suppression of abscisic acid. Similarly, also an indirect regulation via other 

phytohormone pathways seems likely. The GA pathway might be a possible target since it 

was shown to attenuate JA responses (Hou et al., 2010) and to be suppressed by CKs 

(Brenner et al., 2005; Jasinski et al., 2005; Fleishon et al., 2011). 

 NaMYB8 and its downstream element DH29 were not affected by all of the tested CK 

pathway manipulations although all of them changed the induced levels of the corresponding 

phenolamides. Therefore, it seems likely that CKs influence the defense induction not only by 

amplifying the JA signaling, but also by an independent mechanism. Phenolamides are 

synthesized out of a phenylpropanoide derived moiety and a polyamine (Gaquerel et al., 

2014) and the CK pathway might promote the phenolamide accumulation by increasing the 

availability of these substrates. CK-rich tissues (Roitsch & Ehness, 2000) characteristically 

have a strong sink status, which was shown by Arnold et al. (2004) to result in an elevated 

phenylpropanoid biosynthesis. CKs were also directly shown to increase the transcript levels 

for phenylpropanoid pathway genes (Bhargava et al., 2013), to upregulate the activity of the 

phenylalanine ammonia-lyase, the initial step in the phenylpropanoid pathway, and to elevate 

the abundance of phenylpropanoides, such as the phytoalexines scopoletin and scopolin (Hino 

et al., 1982). Additionally, CKs can elevate the levels of polyamines, such as putrescine 

(Walker et al., 1988; Černý et al., 2013). These CK-mediated increases in substrate levels 

might accelerate the acylation of polyamines after herbivore attack, resulting in higher levels 
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of phenolamides. CKs were shown to promote JA responses, as well as SA responses 

(Dervinis et al. 2010; Choi et al., 2010; Argueso et al., 2012) although both pathways are at 

least partially antagonistic (Spoel et al., 2003). However, by enhancing the substrate 

availability, CKs might amplify the accumulation of defense compound from both pathways 

without interfering with the respective signaling itself.  

 Interestingly, the herbivory-induced release of GLV-esters was found to be suppressed 

by CKs (manuscript IV). These data indicate that CKs are specific in their regulation of 

herbivory-induced responses. Since GLVs can serve as indirect defense, but were also 

reported to stimulate insect feeding, the consequences of these changes are uncertain (Kessler 

& Baldwin, 2001; Meldau et al., 2009; Allmann & Baldwin, 2010; Schuman et al., 2012). 

        

The cytokinin-jasmonate interaction: Possible implications for plant 

defense strategies 

 It was shown that JAs can reduce the transcripts of CK responsive genes (Brenner et 

al., 2012) and that they have opposite effects than CKs on various physiological traits, such as 

senescence (Richmond & Lang, 1957; Ueda & Kato, 1980; He et al., 2002), leaf growth 

(Miller, 1961; Attaran et al., 2014) and cell division (Miller et al., 1955; Noir et al., 2013). In 

contrast, CKs amplify the wound-induced accumulation of JA and JA-inducible defense 

responses, such as the accumulation of TPI transcripts (Sano et al., 1996; Dervinis et al., 

2010). Manuscript III corroborates that CK levels and signaling are suppressed by JAs, and 

manuscript IV that CKs can amplify JA levels and JA-mediated defenses. This regulation also 

resembles the current view on the CK-SA interaction, where SA was shown as negative 

regulator of CKs (Argueso et al., 2012), while CKs amplify SA-mediated defense responses 

against pathogens (Choi et al., 2010; Argueso et al., 2012). Based on these observations a 

simplified model can be proposed, where JA is a suppressor of the CK pathway, which in 

contrast promotes the JA pathway (Figure 7).  

 According to the model, high CK levels, as observed in young leaves (Hewett & 

Wareing, 1973), would promote growth processes and after a rapid herbivory-induced JA 

burst result in a strong defense induction. The increased JA levels would further suppress CKs 

and thereby stop growth processes. In contrast, older leaves with lower CK levels (Hewett & 

Wareing, 1973) would grow much less and show a reduced defense induction after herbivore 

attack. 
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       Figure 7 Simplified model of the jasmonic acid 

       (JA)-cytokinin (CK) interaction.  

       CKs promote growth processes in the shoot and 

       amplify JA-mediated defense responses.  

       Increased JA levels in contrast, suppress the CK 

       pathway and thereby inhibit the growth of the 

       respective tissue. Herbivore attack and the plant 

       ontogeny are essential regulators of both hormone 

       pathways.     
   

 The preferential defense of young leaves matches with the predictions of an 

established theory about the plant defense distribution - the optimal defense theory (McKey, 

1974). The theory states that tissues with a high fitness value and attack risk are better 

defended. Since young leaves are expected to have a high nutritional value for herbivores 

(Mattson, 1980; Karley et al., 2002) and their potential contribution to the future carbon 

assimilation is higher than of older leaves (Harper, 1989), they should be better protected. 

Indeed, many defense compounds were shown to follow these patterns, for example the 

phenolamide CP and diterpene glycosides in N. attenuata (Heiling et al., 2010; Kaur et al., 

2010) or salicinoids in poplar (Massad et al., 2014). However, until now the mechanisms 

behind the ontogenetic control of anti-herbivore defenses are hardly understood. According to 

their similar distribution and potential to promote defense responses, CKs might be involved 

in shaping these frequently observed defense patterns. The analysis of anti-herbivore defenses 

in plants with manipulated CK gradients could help to understand their potential influence on 

the defense distribution within a plant and between different developmental stages. 

 It was also shown that the production of defense compounds represents a strong 

resource investment (Gershenzon, 1994) and can incur a large fitness cost (Zavala et al., 

2004a). Based on these observations, plants have to cope with a trade-off between growth and 

defense processes, as stated by the growth-differentiation balance hypothesis (Herms & 

Mattson, 1992). How far the CK pathway handles the contradiction between the growth-

defense trade-off and the preferential protection of young, growing tissues in respect to the 

herbivore defense remains unknown. However, recent work on the role of CKs in pathogen 

defense proposes a model that could be also valid for herbivore defenses. It is suspected that 

the CK-mediated defense promotion is at least partially based on the resource allocation to 

CK-rich tissues (Naseem et al., 2014), but that the SA-mediated defense responses are also 

CK 
JA 

Growth 

Defense 

Ontogeny 
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suppressed by the CK-induced type-A RRs (Argueso et al., 2012). In the absence of a 

pathogen stimulus high CK levels would suppress defenses in favor of growth processes, but 

after a pathogen-mediated increase in the SA levels the CK pathway would be suppressed and 

thereby allow the SA-regulated defenses to profit from the still elevated resources without 

being suppressed by type-A RRs (Naseem et al., 2014). However, it remains unknown if JA-

mediated defense responses are also inhibited by type-A RRs. 

 Another open question is the function of the stress related CK cZR, which was not 

suppressed, but even promoted by the JA pathway (manuscript III). Potential functions and 

characteristics of cis-type CKs in the herbivore response are discussed below. 

  

Regulation and function of different types of cytokinins 

 Plant derived CKs occur in different forms, such as IP-, tZ- and cZ-type CKs. They 

were shown to differ in their biosynthetic origin (Kasahara et al., 2004; Miyawaki et al., 

2006), their regulation (Miyawaki et al., 2004; Gajdošová et al., 2011), transport (Kudo et al., 

2010), binding affinity to the CK receptors (Romanov et al., 2005; Romanov et al., 2006; 

Lomin et al., 2011) and biological activity (Schmitz & Skoog, 1972).  

 What are the roles of the different kinds of CKs in plant-herbivore interactions? In 

manuscript III, I could show that IPR and cZR were responding to wound- and HAMP- 

treatments. IPR biosynthesis preferentially occurs in the shoot (Kudo et al., 2010) and is 

strongly connected to the plastids (Kasahara et al., 2004). Its short-term increase might play a 

role in promoting the defense induction, while its JA-dependent suppression might stop 

growth processes on a long-term perspective. cZR in contrast, was upregulated by the JA-

pathway. According to Gajdošová et al. (2011), cZ-type CKs specifically accumulate under 

growth limiting conditions, which also applies for herbivore attack (Hummel et al., 2007) and 

specifically upon JA treatments (Attaran et al., 2014). The differing metabolic pathways and 

substrates involved in the formation of cZ-type and IP-type CKs (Kasahara et al., 2004; 

Miyawaki et al., 2006) might be a prerequisite for their different regulation. Since stress often 

induces changes in photosynthesis activity (Ashraf & Harris, 2013), the cytosolic origin of 

cZ-typ CKs (Kasahara et al., 2004) might make their biosynthesis more robust to stress than 

the plastid located CK formation. Gajdošová et al. (2011) argues that cZ-type CKs are 

important under stress conditions to sustain a minimal level of CK activity, which is necessary 

for plant survival. Their lower activity could prevents them from inducing shoot growth and 
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therefore keep the resources available for more vital processes, which in case of herbivore 

attack might be the induction of defense responses. It was even suggested that cZ-type CKs 

might be able to compete with other more active CKs for receptor binding (Gajdošová et al., 

2011).  

 Another group of CKs are the tZ-type CKs, which are known to be highly active in 

many plants. They are preferentially produced in the root and can be transported in the xylem 

by the transpiration stream (Kudo et al., 2010). Takei et al. (2001) reported that nitrogen 

supply to maize plants increases the levels of tZ-type CKs in the roots and subsequently also 

the tZ levels in the leaves. Additionally, it was shown that high-nitrogen supply to N. 

attenuata plants elevates the herbivory-induced JA accumulation and direct defenses, such as 

CP and TPI activity (Lou & Baldwin, 2004); responses that I found to be regulated by CKs. 

Therefore, tZ-type CKs might be a link between the nitrogen availability detected by the roots 

and herbivory-induced defense responses. The same might occur for other abiotic factors and 

stresses that affect CK levels, such as drought (Hansen & Dörffling, 2003). 

 CKs are known for their different CK receptor affinities, which depend on their 

respective side chains and modifications (Romanov et al., 2005; Romanov et al., 2006; Lomin 

et al., 2011), and also differences in their biological activity were reported long ago (Schmitz 

& Skoog, 1972). Until now no comparisons of different CKs were done in regard to their 

activity on anti-herbivore defenses and only tZ-type CKs (manuscript IV; Smigocki et al., 

1993; Smigocki et al., 2000) and the synthetic CK benzylaminopurine (Dervinis et al., 2010) 

are known to promote anti-herbivore defenses at all. The effects of other CKs, including the 

herbivory-induced CKs IPR and cZR, on the plant defenses against herbivores were not 

reported yet. In plant-pathogen interactions Großkinsky et al. (2011) and Großkinsky et al. 

(2013) showed increased plant immunity after application of tZ and benzylaminopurine, but 

also after treatment with kinetin, the phenylurea-derived synthetic CK thidiazuron and cZ. 

These results indicate that a broad spectrum of CKs have the capability to promote plant 

defenses, presumably also against herbivores.  

 

Cytokinins in crop breeding: Risks and possibilities  

 Next to their functions in nature, CKs might be utilized for future crop improvement 

(Wilkinson et al., 2012). Especially their functions in redirecting the primary metabolite flow 

(Roitsch & Ehness, 2000), organogenesis (Eviatar-Ribak et al., 2013), senescence inhibition 
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(Richmond & Lang, 1957; Gan & Amasino, 1995), drought resistance (Werner et al., 2010; 

Qin et al., 2011), as well as in the plant defense against pathogens (Choi et al., 2010; 

Großkinsky et al., 2011; Argueso et al., 2012) and insect herbivores (Smigocki et al., 1993; 

Dervinis et al., 2010) could be of agricultural interest.     

 CKs are known to respond to various environmental stimuli (reviewed in Hare et al., 

1997) and the knowledge about the CK pathway behavior under different stress conditions 

can help to predict the respective consequences on the crop productivity. In manuscript III, I 

describe the CK pathway response to wounding and HAMP-perception. Another interesting 

finding was that the JA pathway suppresses the CK pathway, which might play a role for the 

herbivory- and JA-mediated growth suppression (Hummel et al., 2007; Attaran et al., 2014). 

These responses might represent possible targets for crop improvement. Crops might profit 

from suppressing herbivory-induced CK pathway alterations to prevent changes in the 

resource availability for seed production and other yield defining processes. Impairing the JA-

mediated CK pathway suppression could help to reduce the growth depression in herbivore 

challenged crops. Potential targets might be the various JAZ repressors, which are associated 

with specific JA-functions, including developmental regulation (Oh et al., 2012; Oh et al., 

2013). NaJAZh was even suspected to play a role in controlling the leaf senescence in N. 

attenuata (Oh et al., 2012). However, detailed information on the signaling elements involved 

in JA-mediated CK-pathway regulation are still elusive. 

 Several CK pathway manipulations were tested already for their effects on 

economically interesting traits. For many crops the seed and fruit development are essential 

processes, determining their agricultural productivity. CKs were reported by Yang et al. 

(2000) to correlate with grain filling in rice and CK application experiments in soybean were 

able to increase the pod set (Carlson et al., 1987), showing that CKs could be used to improve 

crop yield. Additional support comes from the investigation of Ashikari et al. (2005), which 

reports that a reduced expression of OsCKX2 increases the grain yield of rice. Another 

economical interesting function of CKs is to suppress senescence (Richmond & Lang, 1957; 

Gan & Amasino, 1995). External applications of CKs, as well as ectopic IPT expression 

suppress the postharvest senescence in broccoli florets and thereby could be used to increase 

the shelf life of this vegetable (Rushing, 1990; Chen et al., 2001; King & Morris, 1994). Next 

to adjusting plant growth and development, CKs can also affect the plant resistance to various 

abiotic and biotic stresses. It was shown that unfavorable environmental conditions, such as 

drought, cold or high salinity, substantially affect the crop productivity and that these 
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conditions frequently occur (Boyer, 1982). Werner et al. (2010) showed that the root specific 

expression of CKX genes is sufficient to reduce CK levels in the root, resulting in an 

increased root system in A. thaliana and tobacco. These plants have increased drought 

tolerance and mineral uptake, and it was proposed that this strategy might help crop plants to 

increase yield under water and nutrient limiting conditions, to improve the food mineral 

content and could also be used to optimize phytoremediation. Additionally, ectopic CKX 

expression increases the heat stress tolerance in tobacco (Macková et al., 2013). Interestingly, 

also increasing the CK levels, by PSARK promoter driven IPT expression, was reported to 

enhance the drought resistance in monocotyledons (Peleg et al., 2011) and dicotyledons 

(Rivero et al., 2007, Qin et al., 2011), but this contradiction is likely resolved by the tissue 

specificity of the respective manipulation. As mentioned before, CKs can also enhance the 

plant resistance against biotic attackers, such as insect herbivores (Smigocki et al., 1993; 

Dervinis et al., 2010), and the mechanistic details presented in manuscript IV might help to 

optimize the herbivore resistance of crop plants. Their capability to promote the accumulation 

of secondary metabolite might also be used to increase the contents of desirable compounds, 

such as various essential oils used in the aroma and fragrance industry (Prins et al., 2010).  

  However, CK pathway manipulations can also cause severe disturbance in plant 

growth and development (Klee et al., 1987; Novák et al., 2013), the accumulation of 

unfavorable secondary metabolites might be promoted and the optimization for a specific 

stress condition or yield parameter might negatively affect other traits. Elevating shoot CK 

level for example, might increase the photosynthetic activity, but come on the expense of 

higher water consumption because of an increased stomata conductance (reviewed in Acharya 

& Assmann, 2009). CKs can also affect biotic interactions in an agricultural unfavorable way. 

Manuscript I shows that elevated CK levels increased the leaf damage inflicted by the mirid 

bug T. notatus, probably by attracting them to the respective plants and plant parts. CKs 

enhance plant defenses, but also the nutrient content within a tissue. Therefore, CKs can be 

beneficial or detrimental for the pathogen and herbivore attackers (Giron et al., 2013). The 

effect on pathogens and herbivores is likely depending on their nutritional needs and 

sensitivity to the respective plant defenses.  

 It is known that some plant phenotypes only occur under specific stresses or blends of 

environmental conditions found in the field but not under standard lab conditions (Izawa et 

al., 2011; Kaur et al., 2012; Dinh et al., 2013). Since the CK pathway can integrate various 

environmental inputs (Hare et al., 1997) and interacts with different signaling pathways 
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(O'Brien & Benkova, 2013), the CK functions should also be evaluated in complex 

environments with multiple co-occurring abiotic and biotic stresses, as observed under field 

conditions. Unfortunately, only a few field studies were conducted until now with CK 

pathway manipulated plants. Rare exceptions are the investigation by Qin et al. (2011) and 

our study presented in manuscript I.  

 Manuscript I provides a method for fine-tuned, chemically-inducible CK level 

manipulation that is also applicable under field conditions. The adaptation of the pOp6/LhGR 

expression system for field research might improve future basic research on CK functions in 

natural environments. Especially the easy use, the high accuracy and its flexibility make it 

suitable for manipulating CKs, as a trait with potentially severe effects on plant development 

and a sophisticated regulation, in a complex environment. The system allows analyzing tissue, 

timing and quantity-dependent effects, and can be adjusted to the given conditions. The 

advantages of a flexible system for field research became obvious during the field season 

2012, when an unexpected disease outbreak struck one of our field plots, resulting in a huge 

loss of plants. While glasshouse experiments can promptly be repeated, the field experiment 

would have been delayed for a whole year. To conduct the experiments with the reduced 

number of plants we switched to a side-branch based experimental setup. Decapitated N. 

attenuata plants develop several equal sized side-branches and the use of side branch-specific 

CK level manipulations in decapitated plants, instead of the intended whole plant treatments, 

allowed me to conduct the experiments successfully. Additionally, the lanolin based 

application strategy for the inducer chemical (DEX) turned out to be highly suitable for field 

experiments; it dramatically reduced the personal contamination risk with DEX, it prevented 

the contamination of the environment, it enabled the use of the light sensitive DEX under high 

light conditions and was suitable for plant-insect interaction studies. Although the system 

does not fulfil the requirements for an agricultural application, it seems particularly suitable 

for conducting the preceding basic research.  

 CKs have a high potential for crop improvement but at the same time also a high risk 

for unintended side effects. To predict potential trade-offs and to circumvent them, for 

example by specifying the manipulations, it is inevitable to have sufficient background 

knowledge about their behavior and functions. The respective knowledge could be of use for 

the genetic manipulation of crop plants or could support breeding approaches based on marker 

assisted selection. Additionally it might help to optimize the treatment conditions for external 
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manipulation methods, such as the application of CK-rich seaweed extracts (Khan et al., 

2009) or treatments with CK-producing, growth-promoting bacteria (Wilkinson et al., 2012). 

 

Conclusion and future prospects 

 CKs can regulate many environmental adaptations in plants, including plant-herbivore 

interactions (Smigocki, 1995; Dervinis et al., 2010). However, many details about the 

biological relevance and the underlying mechanisms are still elusive. In my thesis I provide 

experimental evidence for herbivory-induced CK pathway changes (manuscript III), show that 

CKs can promote anti-herbivore defenses (manuscript IV) and confirm that CKs can influence 

plant-herbivore interactions also under field conditions (manuscript I). Importantly, the 

presented data corroborate that the defense regulating functions of CKs are not a mere side 

effect of developmental disturbance in plants with manipulated CK pathway. CKs are known 

to interact with other hormone pathways during stress (O'Brien & Benkova, 2013) and the 

intricate CK-JA interaction presented in manuscript III and IV extends this knowledge.  

 Several aspects of the role of CKs in the plant defense against herbivores are still 

unknown. This includes in particular the physiological consequences of the herbivory-induced 

CK level elevation, how conserved this response is between different groups of plants and if it 

undergoes changes within the plant development. CKs regulate and are regulated by the plant 

ontogeny (Miller, 1961; Hewett & Wareing, 1973) and coordinate plant responses to 

environmental stresses (O'Brien & Benkova, 2013). Therefore, CKs are indicated as a link 

between the plant ontogeny and plant defense, and might even integrate abiotic factors, such 

as nutrient or water availability. However, experimental support for this is missing until now. 

Additionally, I want to bring up that herbivores, as well as pathogens can affect the CK 

pathway and are affected by CKs (reviewed in Giron et al., 2013; Giron & Glevarec, 2014), 

raising the question of whether CKs can also mediate interactions between different 

pathogenic and phytophagous organisms, co-occurring on the same plant. To address these 

questions we are currently analyzing CK functions in plant-mirid and plant-aphid interactions, 

and a manuscript on the role of CKs in establishing optimal defense patterns is in preparation. 

 The presented manuscripts and the ongoing investigations will help to increase our 

understanding of ecological interactions and probably advance the use of CKs for crop 

improvement, as suggested recently.  
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Summary  
 Since their discovery nearly 60 years ago, cytokinins (CK) were found to regulate 

plant growth-related processes but also environmental interactions. The most prominent 

examples for insect interactions are between plants and leaf miners or sawflies, resulting in 

the formation of so called “green islands” and leaf galls, respectively. Apart from these 

examples, our knowledge of the role of CKs in plant-herbivore interactions is very limited. In 

my thesis I analyzed the CK pathway after herbivory and studied the importance of this class 

of phytohormones in the plant defense against insect herbivores. 

 The presented study was mainly conducted with the wild tobacco Nicotiana attenuata, 

which has a well-characterized plant defense against herbivores and was already indicated 

before to show CK pathway responses to herbivory. First, I established the chemically-

inducible pOp6/LhGR expression system in N. attenuata, as a tool for fine-tuned 

manipulations of endogenous CK levels. Importantly, the system was adjusted to allow its 

application also under field conditions, which was confirmed under the challenging conditions 

of the Great Basin Desert in Utah. Another important tool that was established is the 

analytical method for high-throughput CK quantification. 

 I analyzed the CK pathway after herbivory and was able to confirm wound-induced 

CK pathway changes, as well as to observe a previously unknown amplification of this 

response by elicitors that are present in the oral secretions of the specialist herbivore Manduca 

sexta. These results were confirmed by the response of Arabidopsis thaliana to grasshopper 

oral secretions. My experiments on CK pathway-mediated effects on the plant defense 

verified the previously reported priming of proteinase inhibitors. Additionally, CKs promoted 

the herbivory-induced accumulation of defense related phenolamides, such as 

caffeoylputrescine, whereas the release of specific green leaf volatile-esters was suppressed. 

Gene silencing experiments showed that the two CK receptors NaCHK2 and NaCHK3 are 

essential components for the plant to constitute a strong defense response after herbivory. I 

also analyzed the two-directional interaction between the CK and the jasmonic acid (JA) 

pathway. JA suppressed the levels of the active, shoot derived CK isopentenyladenosine and 

the herbivory-induced CK signaling, while the levels of the stress associated CK cis-zeatin 

riboside were elevated. In contrast, CKs amplified the JA accumulation and JA-associated 

responses but surprisingly not the induction of the bioactive JA-isoleucine conjugate.  
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 Interestingly, the damage caused by the mirid bug Tupiocoris notatus, which is 

another specialist herbivore feeding on N. attenuata, was not reduced by CKs but even 

elevated. This indicates a sophisticated balance of beneficial and detrimental effects of CKs 

on phytophagous insects.  

 I conclude that CKs are important mediators of inducible anti-herbivore defenses and 

propose CKs as potential link between the herbivore defense, the plant development and the 

response to other co-occurring stress conditions. 
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Zusammenfassung 

 Seit der Entdeckung der Cytokinine (CKs) vor rund 60 Jahren, konnten viele ihrer 

Funktionen in Pflanzen entschlüsselt werden. Sie regulieren beispielsweise das 

Pflanzenwachstum, als auch zahlreiche Umweltinteraktionen von Pflanzen. Die 

Wechselwirkungen mit Minierern und Pflanzenwespen zählen hierbei zu den bekanntesten 

Beispielen von CK-regulierten Insekteninteraktionen. Erstere können die Ausbildung der 

„Green Islands“ (grünen Inseln) verursachen, während letztere Blattgallen induzieren. 

Abgesehen von diesen Beispielen ist jedoch wenig über die Rolle der CKs im Zusammenspiel 

von Pflanzen und Herbivoren bekannt. Daher habe ich in meiner Arbeit die Reaktion des CK-

Signalwegs auf Herbivorie untersucht, sowie dessen Einfluss auf die Verteidigung gegen 

pflanzenfressende Insekten. 

 Die vorliegende Untersuchung wurde überwiegend mit dem wilden Tabak (Nicotiana 

attenuata) durchgeführt. Dieser hat den Vorteil, dass seine Pflanzenabwehr bereits sehr gut 

charakterisiert wurde. Außerdem gab es bereits Hinweise, die nahelegten, dass dessen CK-

Signalweg auf Herbivorie reagiert. Im Zuge meiner Arbeit etablierte ich das chemisch-

induzierbare pOp6/LhGR Expressionssystem in N. attenuata, um damit feinabgestimmte 

Manipulationen der endogenen CK-Level durchzuführen. Hervorzuheben ist, dass das System 

auch für die Nutzung in Freilandexperimenten geeignet ist, was es auch bereits unter den 

herausfordernden Bedingungen der Wüstenregion des Großen Beckens (Utah, USA) unter 

Beweis gestellt hat. Als weiteres Hilfsmittel wurde eine Methode zur Hochdurchsatz-Analyse 

von CKs etabliert. 

 Als nächstes analysierte ich den CK-Signalweg hinsichtlich seiner Reaktion auf 

Herbivorie. Mit dieser Analyse konnte ich dessen verwundungsinduzierte Änderungen 

bestätigen. Außerdem beobachtete ich eine bisher noch nicht näher beschriebene Verstärkung 

dieser Reaktion, die durch spezifische Elicitoren aus den oralen Sekreten des spezialisierten 

Herbivoren, Manduca sexta, induziert wurde. Ähnliche Ergebnisse lieferte auch die Reaktion 

von Arabidopsis thaliana auf die oralen Sekrete von Grashüpfern. Die Untersuchung der CK-

vermittelten Effekte auf die Pflanzenverteidigung bestätige deren vor kurzem beschriebenen 

„Priming“-Effekt auf Proteaseinhibitoren. Außerdem begünstigten CKs die Akkumulation 

von verteidigungsrelevanten Phenolamiden, wie zum Beispiel Caffeoylputrescin. Die 

Freisetzung einiger grüner Blattduftstoff-Ester wurde hingegen durch CKs unterdrückt. Gen-

Stilllegungsexperimente ergaben, dass die beiden CK-Rezeptoren NaCHK2 und NaCHK3 
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eine essentielle Rolle spielen um die Verteidigung von N. attenuata gegen deren Fraßfeinde 

zu induzieren.  

 Weiterhin habe ich die bidirektionale Interaktion zwischen dem CK- und dem 

Jasmonsäure (JA)-Signalweg genauer betrachtet. JAs unterdrückten die Akkumulation von 

Isopentenyladenosin, einem bioaktiven, im Spross produzierten CK, sowie die Herbivorie-

induzierte Antwort des CK-Signalweges. Die Level des Stress-induzierten CKs, cis-

Zeatinribosid, wurden hingegen sogar erhöht. Im Gegenzug verstärkten CKs die JA-

Ansammlung und JA-abhängigen Reaktionen, nicht jedoch die Level des bioaktiven JA-

Isoleucin-Konjugates. 

 Interessanterweise wurde durch CKs der Schaden durch einen weiteren spezialisierten 

Fraßfeind, die Weichwanze Tupiocoris notatus, nicht reduziert, sondern sogar verstärkt. Dies 

deutet darauf hin, dass CKs sowohl vorteilhafte als auch schädliche Einflüsse auf phytophage 

Insekten haben und, dass das Zusammenspiel dieser Einflüsse einer komplexen Balance 

unterliegt. 

 Aus meinen Beobachtungen schlussfolgere ich, dass CKs wichtige Regulatoren der 

induzierbaren Verteidigung gegen pflanzenfressende Insekten sind und möglicherweise ein 

Bindeglied zwischen der Verteidigung, der Pflanzenentwicklung und der Reaktion auf andere 

gleichzeitig auftretenden Stresskonditionen darstellen. 
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